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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
The American Community College 
Public community colleges came into being in 1901 (Monroe, 
1972, p. 3). The growth of the community college movement since 
that time has been phenomenal. Expansion in the number of 
institutions was particularly notable between 1957 and 1977 when 
over 650 public two-year institutions were founded (Vaughan, 
1989, p. 1). As we approach the year 2000, community colleges 
are "firmly set in the landscape of American education" (Cohen, 
Drawer, & Associates, 1994, p. 5). 
Presently, community colleges enroll a larger portion of 
college freshman than any other segment of higher education. In 
the fall of 1994, public two-year institutions enrolled 952,000 
first-time freshman students while public four-year colleges and 
universities enrolled 709,000 and private four-year colleges 
enrolled 406,000 (U.S. Department of Education, National Center 
for Education Statistics, 1996). "In some states, as many as 
80% of the people starting postsecondary studies do so in a 
community college" (Cohen et al., 1994, p.5). In the Fall of 
1997, Iowa community colleges enrolled 51.96% of the new 
freshman students in the state, while state universities 
enrolled 24.94% and private colleges and universities enrolled 
20.73% (Dallam, 1997). 
As Roueche, Baker, and Rose (1989, p. 5), stated: 
Community colleges are vital to the future of this nation. 
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It will be the community college that will keep America 
working. It will be the community college that will be 
able to transfer the technology, developed in partnerships 
between the American corporation and the Am.erican 
university, into operational reality(....)The challenges 
confronting American society, more than ever, must be met 
by exceptional leaders who can deal with change and 
revitalize the institutions of America. 
The community college has been referred to as "the Ellis 
Island of higher education" (Vaughan, 1983, p. 9). "Although no 
one expects community colleges to solve all of society's ills, 
these institutions have been, and continue to be, manifestations 
of the American dream of equal opportunity for all, regardless 
of religion, ethnic group, or socioeconomic status" (Roueche and 
Baker, 1987, p. 3). 
As stated by President Clinton in his 1995 address to the 
75th Convention of the American Association of Community 
Colleges in Minneapolis: 
The community college movement has made as big a 
contribution to the future of America as any institutional 
change in the United States in decades. Education is 
central to America's future, he noted, and community 
colleges are central to education. With five million 
students enrolled and institutions in every state, the two-
year colleges constitute an important sector of education 
and stand alone as important units of analysis, worthy of 
study in their own right. (Cohen et al., 1994, p. 5) 
"Never has the community college been more on center stage" 
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(Roueche, Taber, and Roueche, 1995, p. 25). In 1993, the League 
for Innovation in the Community College declared: 
Community colleges, as yet largely untapped resources, are 
emerging as the nexus for the resolution of both local and 
national concerns...Serving as a frequent hub for local 
networks dealing with community problems, they are 
accustomed to working collaboratively with all types of 
community groups. (Roueche et al., p. 3) 
But, who will lead these dynamic colleges, so critical to 
the future? Will it make a difference who the leaders are? 
Current literature (Birnbaum, 1992; Fisher & Koch, 1996; 
Roueche, et al. 1989) indicates it will make a difference who 
leads these colleges. Successful organizations are led by 
successful leaders (Roueche et al., 1989, p. 5). 
Community College Leadership 
As stated in the forward of A Report of the Conimlssion on 
Strengthening Presidential Leadership (Kerr, 1984), "One thing 
is clear: colleges must have presidents and it makes a great 
difference who they are." In their book. Presidential 
Leadership: Making a Difference, Fisher and Koch (1996) asked 
the question, "Do college presidents make a difference in the 
lives and prospects of their institutions?" and they came up 
with "a resounding YES!" College presidents are capable of 
transforming their institutions. The "office, and how it is 
used by a president, can inspire, motivate, invigorate, and 
transform the life of even the most stodgy or troubled colleges" 
(Fisher and Koch, 1996, p. vii). 
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Robert Birnbaum (1992) concluded that college presidents 
can be "a vital source of leadership and a force for 
institutional renewal when they are perceived by constituents as 
competent, legitimate, value-driven, of complex mind, and open 
to influence" (p. 151). Yet, Birnbaum states that education has 
an historic reluctance to paying serious attention to developing 
higher education leaders. "It is no wonder that the 
programmatic efforts are relatively few and the reseeirch scarce" 
(Birnbaum, 1992, p. 18). 
Current writings indicate that while presidential 
leadership is critical, there appears to be a void, or "crisis" 
developing at the leadership level of the American community 
college movement (Eisner, 1984; Hammons & Keller, 1990). Robert 
Hahn (1995, p.l) stated, "in issue after issue of the Chronicle 
of Higher Education, we read of another troubled presidency, 
another leader worn down or driven out, in distress or under 
fire." According to Fisher and Koch (1996), "it is generally 
agreed today that the college presidency, once the situs of many 
such powerful, effective, and inspirational leaders, has decayed 
and all too frequently now is a refuge for ambivalent, risk-
averting individuals who seek to offend no one, and as a 
consequence arouse and motive no one" (p. viii). 
This seeming unwillingness to provide real leadership may 
be due, at least in part, to the fact that presidential success 
depends on support from the board, faculty, and executive 
officers which leads to risk-avoiding behavior (Hahn, 1995, p. 
14). Many college presidents must prove their worth by sparing 
the institution from faculty unrest and administrative staff 
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turnover, therefore, they choose the caretaker role over 
leadership, opting for "politically popular" solutions to 
problems (Lovett, 1994). In other words, "it is easier and 
safer to keep the lid on things than to stir them up" (Fisher 
and Koch, 1996, p. 58). 
In an article written in 1997, James Fisher, a consultant 
on higher education, suggests that campus governance must be 
restored to its proper practices, the desire to have "everyone 
empowered and in on final decisions" should diminish. He states 
that collective leadership has never worked and unless the 
president is "unshackled" and allowed to be a strong leader, 
higher education will not be able to make the changes needed in 
the future (p. 53). Fisher believes that the move toward 
participatory governance in recent years has gone too far and 
has led to "unsatisfactory compromises and inconsequential 
changes" leading to presidents who are "juggler-in-chief" rather 
than strong leaders (p. 53). 
There is on average a 30% turnover of presidents every two 
years: approximately one-quarter to one-third of all college 
presidents are in some stage of leaving or thinking of leaving, 
voluntarily or involuntarily, during any two-year period (Kerr, 
1984, p. xviii). The average tenure of a community college 
president is five to seven years (Addy, 1995, p. 9). In a study 
conducted in 1986, Clark Kerr and Marian Gade found that after 
the average seven year presidential stay, 15% move on to another 
presidency, 20% go back to faculty, 15% enter other 
administrative positions within higher education, 25% retire, 
and 25% leave academe all together (Addy, 1995, p. 9). 
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Birnbaiam (1992) concluded through data collected by the 
Institutional Leadership Project during a five-year longitudinal 
study of college and university presidents that only one quarter 
of college presidents will be "exemplary," while half will be 
average and the last quarter unsuccessful. Birnbaum also 
maintains that we still don't know enough about leadership to 
dramatically increase those who will be exemplary. There is 
relatively little agreement on what distinguishes effective 
leaders from ineffective leaders (Fischer and Koch, 1996) and 
little research on how future leaders should be prepared. 
Leadership Development 
Little research exists that assists in the development of 
programs to prepare community college leaders. "Leadership 
development has for the most part been an informal process in 
higher education. Academic leaders... have generally risen 
through the academic ranks, learning administration as they go" 
(Green, 1988, p. 21). 
The first formal efforts to prepare educational leaders 
came in the mid-sixties with development of the American Council 
on Education (ACE) Fellows Program and the Institute for College 
and University Administrators. A few years later, the Claremont 
Summer Institute initiated a ten-day program for administrators, 
the Association of American Colleges began offering programs for 
deans, and Harvard began the Institute for Educational 
Management summer program (Green, 1988, p. 22). In 1975, the 
American Association of Community Colleges instituted the 
Presidents' Academy which offers a five-day opportunity for 
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member presidents to explore issues and topics of interest 
(Laden, 1996, p. 50). 
In 1988, the League for Innovation in the Community College 
initiated the Executive Leadership Institute in cooperation with 
the University of Texas at Austin (Laden, 1996, p. 48). 
Efforts to increase the number of women in leadership positions 
are being made through six different training opportunities 
offered under the executive directorship of Carolyn Desjardins; 
Leaders, Leadership II, Leadership for Change, New Issues in 
Leadership, Kaleidoscope, and Gender-Based Team Building (Laden, 
1996, p. 54). The Consortium for Community College Development 
sponsors an annual three-day Leadership Institute, also (Laden, 
1996, p. 51). 
While the first systematic efforts to identify and train 
new leaders began in the 1960s, it wasn't until the mid 1980's 
that scholars began to study community college leadership 
(Green, 1988, p. 21). The important role of community colleges 
and the critical role of their presidents underpin the need to 
better understand what leads to successful leaders and how they 
can be better prepared. 
George Vaughan (1990, p. 186) has studied community college 
leadership and notes that in their early days of existence, 
community colleges leaders came out of public schools or the 
college and university system. Community colleges are now 
mature enough to produce their own leaders without turning to 
these institutions for leaders. Therefore, it is important that 
leadership development become a focus of study. 
Most of the research on management and leadership 
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development has been generated by organizations outside of 
higher education, much of it focusing on corporate leadership 
(Birnbaum, 1992, p. 18). Research on college and university 
leadership is sparse and while it is rich in discussion of 
leadership, it has paid little attention to leadership 
development. In other words, Birnbaum (1992) notes, the 
literature explores the nature of successful executives and 
organizations, but not the experiences or interventions that 
contributed to the success. 
Empirical investigations of leaders have been conducted 
over the past fifty years, yet there is still "no clear and 
unequivocal understanding of what distinguishes leaders from 
non-leaders" (Roueche et al., 1989, p. 19). Early attempts to 
explain leadership took the "great person" approach as 
researchers sought to identify the unique characteristics or 
traits that differentiated leaders from followers. They assumed 
there existed a finite number of identifiable traits that could 
be used to differentiate between successful and unsuccessful 
leaders (Roueche et al., 1989, p. 20). 
After the trait, or "great person" approach, the study of 
leadership concentrated on how leaders behaved rather than how 
they appeared to others (Roueche et al., 1989). In 1986, George 
Vaughan wrote about community college leadership in his book 
entitled. The Community College Presidency. Vaughan studied the 
social and economic backgrounds, as well as the preparation and 
values, of those who become presidents of community colleges and 
speculated about who would be leading the nation's community 
colleges in the future. His effort was one of the first 
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systematic attempts to study the American community college 
presidency (McFarlin, 1997, p. 1). While Vaughan studied the 
personal attributes, skills and abilities required of successful 
presidents, he did not explore how individuals became successful 
presidents. 
In a study reported in 1997, Charles McFarlin identified 
and explored preparation factors which may contribute to the 
development of outstanding community college leaders. McFarlin 
surveyed presidents of public, two-year institutions located in 
the Upper Midwestern United States. McFarlin identified nine 
preparation factors through review of literature that may 
contribute to the development of leadership skills appropriate 
for a community college setting. 
The nine preparation factors identified by McFarlin 
included; an earned terminal degree, a major within the 
terminal degree focused on the study of Higher Education with an 
emphasis on community college leadership, a research and 
publishing agenda, specific preparation as a change agent, 
identification as a community college insider, participation as 
a prot6g6 in a mentor-prot6g6 relationship, involvement with a 
peer network, leadership development activities outside of their 
graduate program and knowledge of technology. He found four of 
the nine factors to have statistically significant impact on 
leadership development. His study will be discussed in depth in 
Chapter Two. 
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statement of the Problem 
Given the important role of community colleges and the 
critical role the presidents of these institutions will play, it 
is important that research is conducted that will help to 
clarify what makes some community college presidents effective 
while others are not, what preparatory factors contribute to the 
development of outstanding leaders and how leadership can be 
strengthened through improved preparation of future leaders. 
Turnover in community college chief executive officers is 
high, 15% annually (Kirkland & Ratcliff, 1994, p. 3). If, as 
conventional wisdom says, good leaders "make a difference" 
(Roueche et al., 1989, p. 17), then choosing a new president is 
a fundamental and profound decision for a community college 
(Kirkland & Ratcliff, 1994, p. 3). Choosing a new president is 
also an issue worthy of investigation. Community colleges are 
infrequent subjects of research, however. 
As pointed out by McFarlin (1997, p. 10), in general, 
neither administrators nor faculty in community colleges conduct 
research on a regular basis, priding themselves on their focus 
on teaching rather than research. The Institute for Future 
Studies (1994) analysis of the 1991 Readers' Guide to Periodical 
Literature indicated that 131 column inches were devoted to 
identifying topics, sub-topics, and citations from four-year 
colleges and universities while during the same period, 
community college research was represented by one topic, one 
sub-topic and three citations totaling one and one-half column 
inches (McFarlin, 1997, p. 10). 
Given the importance of administration, leadership, and 
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management, Cohen et al. (1994, p. xiii) assumed that these 
topics would represent a sizable portion of the literature found 
in the files of the ERIC Clearinghouse for Community Colleges. 
What they found, however, was that only 8.5 percent of the 
documents included between 1982 and 1993 pertained to these 
issues: 5.9 percent were devoted to issues of administration, 
2.0 percent pertained to college presidents and articles on 
department heads and institutional leadership constituted 
another 0.6 percent. 
Purpose and Significance of the Study 
This study was designed to evaluate preparation factors 
common to outstanding/leading community college presidents. 
Research by George B. Vaughan in 1986 provided the foundation 
for the study. It expanded research conducted by Charles 
McFarlin (1997) utilizing larger sample sizes and broader 
geographic area. The nine research questions utilized by 
McFarlin were applied to data collected from an expanded 
geographic area. Data was divided into five geographic regions 
in order that comparisons could be made to determine if 
differences exist related to college location. These five 
geographic regions are: 
Upper Midwestern—Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, 
Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin; 
Northeastern—Michigan, Ohio, West Virginia, Vermont, 
Pennsylvania, New York, New Hampshire, Maine, 
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware, and 
Maryland; 
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Southeastern—Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, 
Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi; 
Southwestern—Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, 
Colorado, California, Nevada, Utah, and Arizona; 
Northwestern—Hawaii, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, 
and Wyoming. 
The results of this study will contribute to the base of 
data surrounding the development of outstanding/leading 
presidents of community colleges. The ability of those studying 
community college presidents to make inferences based upon 
McFarlin's (1997) research is limited by the small sample sizes 
of the study (17 outstanding/leading community college 
presidents and 108 normative community college presidents) and 
the limited geographic nature of the study (only the Upper-
Midwest states of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin were included in the 
study). By expanding both sample sizes and geographic area 
included in the study, the results of this study, if consistent 
with McFarlin's, will allow inferences to be made with much 
greater conviction. 
Data Gathering Methodology 
The data gathering methodology utilized in this study was 
based upon the work of George Vaughan in 1986, as adapted by 
Charles McFarlin in 1997. This study expanded McFarlin's work 
in the Upper Midwestern states. The study also compared results 
by geographic region to determine if significant difference 
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exist among the areas. 
This study, "Preparation factors common in outstanding 
community college presidents in the United States," utilized the 
peer rating method for identifying "outstanding/leading" 
presidents developed by Vaughan in 1986 and utilized by McFarlin 
in 1997. Using the peer identification method, community 
college presidents were divided into two groups, one normative 
and one "leading/outstanding." Survey methodology was used to 
collect data from both groups. Presidents of public community 
colleges, technical colleges, and junior colleges offering two-
year associate degrees as their highest offering were surveyed. 
Presidents of independent, tribal, non-profit, and religious-
affiliated institutions were not included in the survey. 
The 1997 Higher Education Directory (Rodenhouse) was used 
to identify the institutions to be included in the study. The 
presidents of all institutions matching the selection criteria 
(public institutions offering 2-year associate degrees as their 
highest offering excluding independent, tribal, non-profit, and 
religious affiliated institutions) were included. A 
computerized data base for tracking survey results was 
constructed. 
The survey instrument utilized in this study was developed 
by McFarlin (1997). The survey instrument was designed to 
collect demographic data as well as data related to the nine 
academic and non-academic factors identified by McFarlin (1997) 
and verified by this researcher through review of literature. 
These factors included: 1) possession of a terminal degree, 2) 
a major within the terminal degree focused on the study of 
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Higher Education/community college leadership, 3) an active 
personal research sind publication agenda, 4) preparation as a 
change agent, 5) previous career position, 6) relationship with 
a mentor, 7) development of a peer network, 8) previous 
participation in a leadership preparation activity, and 9) 
knowledge of technology. 
Data from thirty-eight states was gathered by this 
researcher. Data for the Upper-Midwestern states of Illinois, 
Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, 
and Wisconsin collected by McFarlin (1997) were included in the 
study. Permission to proceed was received from Iowa State 
University's Human Siibjects Review Committee by McFarlin on July 
18, 1996. Notification of continuation of the study was sent to 
the Review Committee in 1997 and approval for continuation was 
granted (Appendix E). 
Research Questions and Hypotheses 
The nine research questions utilized in McFarlin's (1997) 
study were included in this study. These research questions 
were developed by McFarlin from the preparation factors for 
community college leaders identified in the literature. In 
addition, a research question was added to this study to 
determine whether significant differences exist among community 
college presidents by geographic region. The research questions 
and hypotheses utilized in the study are identified below. Each 
is stated as a question followed by a more specific statement of 
what is being explored. Finally, a null hypothesis is stated 
for each. 
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Research Question 1: When practicing community college 
presidents are divided into subgroups of outstanding leaders 
from within the san^ le and all others from the sample 
(normative), will the outstanding subgroup reflect a 
significantly greater distribution of presidents identified as 
community college insiders, particularly presidents with 
previous community college work experience in an academic area, 
than observed in the normative subgroup? This question explores 
the validity of the recently emerging practice of favoring 
community college insiders for senior community college 
leadership positions. 
Null hypothesis; The distribution of community college 
insiders reflected in the subgroup of outstanding/leading 
presidents will be equal to, or less than, the distribution 
observed in the normative sample. 
Research Question 2: When practicing community college 
presidents are divided into subgroups of outstanding leaders 
from within the sample and all others from the sample 
(normative), will the outstanding subgroup reflect a 
significantly greater number of terminal degrees than found 
within the normative subgroup? This question explores whether 
the increased emphasis placed on terminal degrees as a 
requirement for entry into senior community college leadership 
positions is well founded. 
Null Hypothesis; The distribution of outstanding/leading 
presidents who have earned a terminal degree will be equal to, 
or less than, the distribution observed in the normative sample. 
Research Question 3 ; When practicing community college 
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presidents with terminal degrees are divided into subgroups of 
outstanding leaders from within the sample and all others from 
the sample (normative), will the outstanding subgroup reflect a 
significantly greater number of terminal degrees focused upon 
higher education/community college leadership than the normative 
subgroup? This question explores the concept that systematic 
study of higher education/community college leadership will 
positively impact community college leadership ability. 
Therefore, educational professionals who have studied higher 
education/community college leadership should constitute a 
disproportionately large segment of the group identified as 
outstanding leaders. 
Null Hypothesis; The distribution of outstanding/leading 
presidents who earned terminal degrees focused on higher 
education/community college leadership will be equal to, or less 
than, the distribution observed in the normative sample. 
Research Question 4: When practicing community college 
presidents are divided into subgroups of outstanding leaders 
from within the sample and all others from the sample 
(normative), will the outstanding subgroup reflect a 
significantly greater distribution of presidents who identify a 
relationship with a mentor as a component of their preparation 
than observed in the normative subgroup? This question explores 
the in^ ortance of mentor relationships on the preparation of 
community college leaders. 
Null hypothesis; The distribution of outstanding/leading 
presidents who identify a relationship with a mentor as a 
component of their preparation will be equal to, or less than. 
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the distribution observed in the normative sample. 
Research Question 5; When practicing community college 
presidents are divided into subgroups of outstanding leaders 
from within the san^ le and all others from the sample 
(normative), will the outstanding subgroup reflect a 
significantly greater distribution of presidents who identify 
development of a peer network as a con^ onent of their 
preparation than observed in the normative subgroup? This 
question explores the importance of developing a peer network on 
the preparation of community college leaders. 
Null Hypothesis; The distribution of outstanding/leading 
presidents who identify development of a peer network as a 
component of their preparation will be equal to, or less than, 
that found in the normative sample. 
Research Question 6: When practicing community college 
presidents are divided into subgroups of outstanding leaders 
from within the sample and all others from the sample 
(normative), will the outstanding subgroup reflect a 
significantly greater distribution of presidents who have 
participated in specific leadership development activities 
outside of graduate degree work as a component of their 
preparation than observed in the normative subgroup? This 
question explores the importance of specific leadership 
development activities outside of graduate degree work on the 
preparation of community college leaders. 
Null Hypothesis; The distribution of outstanding/leading 
presidents who have participated in specific leadership 
development activities outside of their graduate degree work as 
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a component of their preparation will be equal to, or less than, 
that observed in the normative sample. 
Research Question 7: When practicing community college 
presidents are divided into subgroups of outstanding leaders 
from within the sample and all others from the sample 
(normative), will the outstanding subgroup reflect a 
significantly greater distribution of presidents prepared as 
change agents than the number displayed in the normative 
subgroup? This question explores the relationship between being 
prepared as a change agent and outstanding leadership of 
community colleges. 
Null Hypothesis; The distribution of outstanding/leading 
presidents prepared as change agents will be equal to, or less 
than, the distribution observed in the normative sample. 
Research Question 8: When practicing community college 
presidents are divided into subgroups of outstanding leaders 
from within the sample and all others from the sample 
(normative), will the outstanding group reflect a significantly 
greater number of presidents pursing a personal research and 
publication agenda than the normative subgroup? This question 
explores the relationship between research/publication and 
outstanding leadership of community colleges. 
Null Hypothesis; The distribution of outstanding/leading 
presidents pursuing a personal research and publication agenda 
will be equal to, or less than, the distribution observed in the 
normative sample. 
Research Question 9: When practicing community college 
presidents are divided into subgroups of outstanding leaders 
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from within the san^ le and all others from the sample 
(normative), will the outstanding subgroup reflect a 
significantly greater distribution of presidents who report a 
knowledge of technology than observed in the normative subgroup? 
This question explores the importance of knowledge of technology 
as a preparatory component of community college leadership. 
Null Hypothesis; The distribution of outstanding/leading 
presidents who report a knowledge of technology will be equal 
to, or less than, that observed in the normative sample. 
Research Question 10: When practicing community 
college presidents are divided into five geographic subgroups, 
will the subgroups demonstrate significantly different 
distributions of preparation factors? This question explores 
whether significant differences exist in preparation factors for 
community college presidents by geographic region. 
Null Hypothesis; There will be no difference in the 
distribution of the preparation factors studied among the five 
geographic subgroups. 
Definition of Terms 
Change agent; A leader that aggressively promotes and enables 
the change process (McFarlin, 1997, p. 17). 
Community college: A publicly controlled, two year post-
secondary institution with an Associate degree as it's 
highest offering. Tribal, religiously affiliated, 
independent, proprietary and for-profit institutions 
were not included as within the definition used in this 
study. (McFarlin, 1997, p. 17) 
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Community college insider; A personnel classification based on 
previous community college employment (Vaughan, 
Mellanden, & Blois, 1994). Respondents in this study 
were identified as community college insiders if their 
position immediately prior to their first community 
college presidency was at a community college. 
(McFarlin, 1997, p. 17) 
Community college president; The chief executive officer (CEO) 
of the institution or system. Common job titles include 
area chancellor, chancellor, chief executive officer, 
dean of the college, director, executive dean, interim 
president, president and provost. (McFarlin, 1997, p. 
17) 
Leadership development activity; Formalized programs such as 
seminars, short courses and institutes focused on 
leadership development that are in addition to a 
graduate program curriculum (McFarlin, 1997, p. 17). 
Mentor: A master teacher, coach, and positive role model. 
Mentors assist in the development of prot6g§s by 
providing advice and opening doors. Mentors are more 
experienced, mature or advanced than the prot§g6. 
(McFarlin, 1997, p. 17) 
Normative community college president; Respondents were asked 
to vote for the three community college presidents from 
within their state that they considered the "best 
examples of outstanding/leading community college 
presidents." Those community college presidents not 
selected as "outstanding/leading" through the peer 
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identification process were identified as a member of 
the normative sample. Being identified as normative was 
not indicative of being ineffective or of performing 
poorly in the position of president. 
Northeastern States; A geographic area including the states of 
Michigan, Ohio, West Virginia, Vermont, Pennsylvania, 
New York, New Hampshire, Maine, Massachusetts, 
Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland. 
Northwestern States; A geographic area including the states of 
Hawaii, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming. 
Outstanding/leading community college president; Respondents 
were asked to vote for the three community college 
presidents from within their state that they considered 
the "best examples of outstanding/leading community 
college presidents." Within this project, 
identification as an outstanding/leading president 
indicates selection via the peer identification process 
as a member of the outstanding/leading sample. 
(McFarlin, 1997, p. 18) 
Peer network; A group made up of individuals of generally equal 
status who share a common goal, occupational or 
avocational interest or other unifying characteristic 
(McFarlin, 1997, p. 18). 
Southeastern States; A geographic area including the states of 
Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, 
and Mississippi. 
Southwestern States; A geographic area including the states of 
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Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Colorado, 
California, Nevada, Utah, and Arizona. 
Terminal degree; An earned Ed.D. or Ph.D. from an accredited 
institution (McFarlin, 1997, p. 18). 
Upper Midwestern States; A geographic area including the states 
of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North 
Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin (McFarlin, 1997). 
Assumptions and Limitations of the Study 
The following implicit assumptions exist regarding the 
study: 
1. The data gathering instrument and interpretation 
techniques were valid. 
2. It is possible to identify exemplary leaders from 
within a sample of community college presidents. 
3. There are significant factors, both academic and non-
academic, which are components of community college 
leadership preparation. (McFarlin (1997, p. 18) 
The study was limited to those public community college 
presidents serving during the time period of the study. It 
represents a point in time assessment. Through the inclusion of 
data collected by McFarlin in 1996 and this researcher in 1997, 
the survey period extended for approximately eighteen months. 
The McFarlin data remained intact as the Upper Midwestern 
geographic region, however, and little difference was found 
between his data and the data collected for the other geographic 
regions. This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Four. 
Descriptive data collected relects the characteristics of 
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the population of presidents at the time of the survey and 
should not be construed as indicative of the characteristics of 
outstanding/leading presidents of the future. Characteristics 
such as race and gender are descriptive, they are not 
preparation factors. 
This study did not attempt to establish causal 
relationships. No attempt was made to determine if significant 
differences existed between survey respondents and non-
respondents. While the survey return rate was 73.64%, 
differences may have existed between those who elected to 
respond to the survey and those who did not. Volunteer 
participants differ from others at least in terms of motivation 
toward survey completion, as noted by Borg and Gall (1989, p. 
180). However, use of volunteers is not of significant enough 
concern to negate the results of the study. 
The study provides no indication of what the results might 
have been under differing social and economic conditions or how 
results may vary over time. One example of a preparation factor 
included in the survey that may change dramatically over time is 
knowledge of technology. As use of technology becomes 
increasingly common and more advanced, the questions used in 
this study may become progressively less relevant. Replication 
studies to check trends or changes over time may be of value and 
may increase understanding of the questions addressed. Findings 




This study will begin with a review of literature related 
to the conununity college system, the importance of community 
college leaders, what constitutes exemplary leadership, and a 
summary of research on preparation factors common in outstanding 
community college presidents. The methodology utilized in the 
study will be outlined in Chapter Three and the results of the 
study will be presented in Chapter Four. The study will 
conclude with a discussion of the findings and the resulting 
suggestions for implementation and further study in Chapter 
Five. 
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
There are a number of critical issues facing community 
colleges and effective leaders will be needed in order to meet 
these challenges. While current books on leadership and 
management exist, little has been published specific to 
community college leadership. This chapter presents a review of 
pertinent literature related to issues impacting community 
colleges, as well as a summary of research relative to exemplary 
community college leadership and the preparation factors common 
in outstanding community college presidents. 
Critical Issues Facing Community Colleges 
Community colleges have evolved into large complex 
organizations with hundreds of employees, sprawling physical 
plants, and multi million dollar budgets whose present and 
future success depends largely on those individuals charged with 
their management (Murray and Hammons, 1995). The many 
challenges facing community colleges today are obvious: one 
budget crisis follows another; the demand for education and 
retraining is greater than ever; student populations are 
becoming more diverse (Johnson, 1995, p. 7). 
The financial concerns of community colleges are well 
documented (Israel, 1994; Katsinas, 1994; Levine, 1992; Nielsen, 
1994). While grappling with eroding budgets, demographic 
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shifts, and diversity, coiranunity colleges must also get serious 
about the role of technology on campus (Phelps, D. G., 1994, p. 
25). These and the numerous other challenges facing community 
colleges are summarized in the paragraphs following. 
The Institute for Future Studies at Macomb Community 
College in Michigan scans the environment, tracks trends, 
conducts studies and identifies issues which have potential for 
impacting society and the organizations within it. In 1990, The 
Institute identified ten critical issues facing America's 
community colleges. These were reported in a document entitled 
Critical Issues Facing America's Community Colleges (1992, 
Forward). As reported by McFarlin (1997, p. 2), in 1994, The 
Institute expanded the list of critical issues to fourteen, 
including traditional issues such as finance, accountability, 
and changing technology, in addition to less traditional 
community college issues such as fundamental uncertainty. 
Neal A. Raisman (1994), president of Rockland Community 
College in Suffern, New York, identified seven major trends 
affecting higher education and community colleges. The first 
trend identified by Raisman is growing public skepticism with 
higher education. Raisman contends college officials can't 
count on public support for more tax dollars for higher 
education which is contributing to financial concerns. The most 
common response to fiscal problems is to downsize and 
consolidate, leading community colleges to eliminate programs 
in order to cut costs. 
The third trend impacting community colleges is the 
"sectoring of higher education" (Raisman, 1994, p. 24). States 
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are developing plans identifying which schools can provide which 
programs and degrees. Typically, a hierarchical system is 
emerging with research universities at the apex and community 
colleges at the base. 
Fourth, community college missions are being refocused on 
the economy and workplace which creates a risk of losing 
programs and breadth of services offered. In addition, students 
are developing greater options for training as information-
technology capabilities in^ rove and other institutions are 
invading what was once the chief domain of community colleges: 
educating students to meet work-force needs (Raisman, 1994). In 
other words, the competition for students is increasing. 
Fifth, calls for developmental education are increasing. 
The access revolution of the 1960s and 1970s brought students 
into higher education who were not prepared to do college work. 
In response, community colleges devised remedial and 
developmental programs to meet the needs of this population 
(O'Banion, 1997, p. x). In addition, student preparation and 
ability is declining somewhat overall which continues to place a 
growing demand on developmental education which many states are 
delegating primarily to community colleges (Raisman, 1994). 
The sixth trend identified by Raisman (1994) relates to 
demographic shifts. Enrollment in community colleges has grown 
dramatically in past years. Now, however, these colleges are 
facing aggressive competition for students and may face 
enrollment stabilization or decline resulting in further 
financial concerns. 
Finally, anxiety about the economic future is impacting 
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community colleges. Family income levels have not kept pace 
with tuition hikes. In 1992-93, giving to colleges increased 
only 1.5 percent after inflation, according to the Council for 
Aid to Education, while colleges' operating expenditures rose 
three percent after inflation (Raisman, 1994. p. 26). Raisman 
advises that community college trustees and presidents need to 
understand and plan for these national trends. 
Demands for increased accountability of educational 
institutions are also well documented (Nielsen, 1991; Phelps, 
1994; The Institute for Future Studies, 1994; Theobald, 1994). 
These demands are related to the growing frustrations of 
citizens with the educational system and difficult financial 
times. In a 1996 cirticle in the Community College Journal, John 
E. Roueche identified a number of related leadership challenges 
for American higher education in the year 2000 and beyond. 
These challenges are: 
1) Support from traditional funding sources (local, 
state, and federal) will continue to decline as a 
percentage of annual college operating budgets. 
2) Tuition and fee charges will continue to increase. 
3) There is a definite limit as to how much a college can 
charge students without adversely affecting the very 
student market community colleges propose to serve. 
4) There will be an increased demand for college 
accountability—linked to funding. 
5) Technology will play an increasing role in college 
operations, with both positive and negative effects. 
6) Colleges will continue to employ more part-time and 
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adjunct faculty to maximize operational efficiency. 
7) There will be increased community involvement with a 
much larger role in dealing with social issues. 
8) There will be an increased need for collaborative 
efforts—more partnering with business, industry, 
health organizations, and other educational entities 
(K-12 and higher education), and community 
organizations, and domestic and international 
cooperatives. 
9) There will be a continued demise of traditional 
academic schedule, with more and more "part-time" 
students in courses after 4:00 p.m. and on weekends. 
The numbers of traditional "full-time" students will 
continue to decline. (Roueche, 1996, p. 12) 
All of these challenges contribute to a heightened need for 
strong educational leaders. The Drucker Foundation (Hesselbein, 
Goldsmith, & Beckhard, 1996) reports that leaders in the twenty-
first century will face greater and more complex demands than 
they did in most of the century just ending. "The explosion of 
technology, the increasing awareness that people are the key 
factor in organizational effectiveness, and the realization that 
organizations must have both an economic and a social agenda, 
whatever the sector in which they operate, have all eroded the 
autonomy of the organizational leader" (Hesselbein et al., 1996, 
p. 126). Contemporary community college leaders must operate in 
this increasingly complex and difficult environment. 
George Vaughan (1994, p. 36) reported based upon comparison 
of survey findings from 1984 with those of 1991 that the 
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perceived risk level of presidencies is increasing. In 1984, 
30% of those presidents responding to Vaughan's survey indicated 
they viewed their jobs as high risk to their careers and their 
health, while in 1991, over 39% viewed their jobs as high risk. 
What will constitute an effective president in these highly 
complex, difficult, and risky times? Who will be willing to 
place themselves in these vulnerable and challenging positions? 
what kinds of preparation programs and support systems will be 
needed for future leaders to be successful? 
The Effective College President 
A study done by Clark Kerr and Marian Gade in 1986, 
entitled The Many Lives of Academic Presidents, states that 85% 
of all presidents have had previous academic and administrative 
experience and that most come from the same general type of 
institution of which they become president (Addy, 1995, p. 2). 
Almost 90% of today's community college presidents came to the 
presidency from within the community college ranks, while almost 
one-fourth of the presidents in 1950 came from public school 
administration and over 15% came from four-year institutions 
(Vaughan, 1989, p. 2). 
In 1988, James Fisher, Martha Tack, and Karen Wheeler 
conducted a study of the effective college presidency. They 
identified a cadre of effective college presidents by asking 485 
individuals familiar with higher education which presidents they 
believed to be most effective. This process identified about 
fifteen percent of the 2,800 presidents in the United States as 
effective (Fisher and Koch, 1996, p. 57). These effective 
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presidents, along with a control group of other presidents, 
completed a questionnaire designed to ascertain their attitudes 
and behaviors concerning the college presidency and their 
campuses. The differences between the two groups were 
statistically significant. 
Based upon the results of this study. Fisher, Tack, and 
Wheeler offered the following findings; 
Effective college presidents, relative to others were 
1) less collegial and more distant. 
2) more inclined to rely upon respect than affiliation. 
3) more inclined to take risks. 
4) more committed to an ideal or a vision than to an 
institution. 
5) more inclined to support merit pay. 
6) more thoughtful, shrewd, and calculating than 
spontaneous. 
7) more likely to work long hours. 
8) more supportive of organizational flexibility. 
9) more experienced. 
10) more frequently published. (Fisher & Koch, 1996, 
p. 57) 
Fisher, Tack and Wheeler also found the characteristics of 
effective leadership to be androgynous; neither men nor women, 
nor Caucasians, African Americans, Asian Americans, or Hispanics 
"consistently exhibit innate leadership qualities that excel 
above all or any other groups" (Fisher and Koch, 1996, p. 81). 
Based upon a large number of interviews with presidents and 
trustees, extensive reading related to the college and 
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university presidency, and his own observations, George Vaughan 
(1989) concluded that "three major functions should provide the 
focus for community college presidents: 1) managing the 
institution, 2) creating the campus climate, and 3) interpreting 
and communicating the institution's mission." These require 
that the president provide leadership to the entire college 
community and to in^ ortant segments of the community at large; 
the president must be an educational leader (Vaughan, 1989, 
p. 8). 
Effective management consists of more than filling out 
forms, it requires leaders who motivate others, make good use of 
information, express ideas, and plan for the future. The 
effective manager is "spirited, committed, entrepreneurial, and 
a risk-taker" who is devoted to large objectives as well as to 
effectiveness. He or she must see that policies and procedures 
are fair and that they are applied consistently; the president 
must see that everything flows from the institutional mission 
(Vaughan, 1989, p. 9). 
The president has the primary responsibility for creating a 
campus climate in which students, faculty, and staff can achieve 
their full potential. The president must ensure a reasonable 
degree of balance between institutional, community, and 
individual concerns and needs. This can only be maintained if 
institutional expectations are discussed, defined, and 
communicated to both external and internal constituents which is 
a difficult task, requiring the skills and knowledge of an 
educational leader (Vaughan, 1989, p. 10). 
Through interpreting and communicating the mission of the 
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college to various constituents, the president instills a sense 
of vision of what the institution is capaijle of becoming; in 
conjunction with the governing board, the president defines the 
purpose of the institution. Indeed, the president's tenure in 
office may depend upon how well the college's mission is 
understood and supported, especially by trustees and legislators 
(Vaughan, 1989, p. 11). 
In 1990, James O. Hammons and Larry Keller reported the 
results of a national study to identify the competencies and 
personal characteristics needed by the community college CEO of 
the future. When the study was initiated in 1988, they (Hammons 
St Keller, 1990, p. 34) reported that there "was surprisingly 
little previous research on the topic." An initial list of 
thirty-six competencies on which two or more authors concurred 
was identified through a review of literature. In addition, 
they added the "twenty-six competencies identified by Stogdill 
in his classic work, Handbook of Leadership written in 1974." 
The profile of the community college CEO of the future that 
resulted from this study (Hammons & Keller, 1990) was one of 
a strong leader with good skills in group dynamics who also 
possesses a number of personal skills (...) 
visionaries with knowledge of, and commitment to, the 
community college mission(...)competent as leaders, as 
planners, as delegators, as decision-makers, and as 
selectors of personnel(...)they will need to be adroit at 
communicating their vision and motivating others and will 
be distinguished by observable personal skills [such as] 
high integrity and sense of responsibility. 
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persistence(...)good judgment(—)tand] high energy(...)who 
can maintain a positive attitude (pp. 39-40). 
Hammons and Keller noted that tomorrow's successful CEOs would 
not be expected to be writers, however (1990, p. 40). 
Highly effective public managers have a clear focus on 
mission and a values-driven organization (Bonczek, 1994). In 
their 1994 book entitled. Managing Cormunity Collegesf Cohen, 
Drawer and Associates, identified twelve areas upon which one 
must focus in order to be an effective president. These twelve 
areas are; understanding the institution, appreciating the 
culture, mediating disputes, understanding the necessity of good 
management, selecting personnel, utilizing information, acting 
as educational leader, functioning in the professional field, 
establishing political leadership providing avenues for renewal, 
serving as an institutional symbol, and using power (p. 60). 
Each of these will be discussed briefly below. 
Understanding the institution means knowing its history— 
knowing why it exists and why it would matter if it did not 
exist. Through understanding the institution, one knows its 
potential and its limitations which provides the basis for 
formulating a vision of what the institution can be in the 
future. Only through this understanding can a president 
effectively communicate his or her vision as well as the mission 
of the institution to internal and external constituents (Cohen 
et al., 1994). 
The culture of an institution influences how it is 
perceived. The effective president must respect and preserve 
the good things of the past while shaping the present and 
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planning for the future (Cohen et al., 1994, p. 64). In other 
words, he or she must appreciate and contribute to the 
institution's culture. Disputes occurring between and among the 
various segments of the college and/or the larger community must 
be mediated and resolved as they have the potential of 
influencing the direction of the institution. The effective 
president uses appropriate skills and abilities to bring various 
constituencies together for the common good, which is leadership 
at its best (Cohen et al., 1994, p. 67). 
The outstanding president understands the necessity of good 
management and demands it on the part of all segments of the 
college community. Management functions are often the most 
visible aspects of the operation and the ones audited both 
formally and informally. One's ability to lead is related 
directly to one's credibility; the president who fails to ensure 
that the institution is managed well soon loses credibility and 
thus the ability to lead (Cohen etal., 1994, p. 68). 
Effective college presidents select members of the 
leadership team who are leaders themselves and they bring these 
individuals together as a unit with common goals (Cohen et al., 
1994). The president must also select, analyze, utilize, and 
share information about the college. "How well presidents 
process and disseminate information may well determine how the 
board and members of the campus community view them" (Cohen et 
al., 1994, p. 70). 
According to Cohen et al. (1994), the effective president 
is the institution's educational leader. In this role, the 
president never permits the college to become completely settled 
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and is never satisfied that the college is as good as it can be. 
He or she must maintain a sense of institutional integrity in 
all aspects of the college's operation. The president should 
also be a leader in their professional fields and remain abreast 
of trends and issues affecting higher education. They should 
participate in professional organizations and establish peer 
networks. Presidents who rarely leave the small, isolated 
campus are in a weak position when it comes to planning for the 
future, even if they process available information effectively 
(Cohen et al., 1994, p. 73). 
The effective president understands and works effectively 
with political leaders at the local, state, and in some cases, 
the national level. They define and understand the political 
issues that have the potential of influencing the college's 
mission. The president must provide avenues for renewal for him 
or herself as well as members of the college staff, meshing 
individual needs with institutional needs. One avenue for 
renewal is introspection which is in itself a leadership skill 
(Cohen et al., 1994, p. 75). Therefore, time should be devoted 
to introspection in order that the president knows him or 
herself. 
The president serves as a symbol of the institution. Cohen 
et al. (1994) advises that presidents must let it be known that 
when they speak, they are speaking with the authority of an 
important educational institution. The effective president 
understands power and uses it wisely and with discretion to 
promote the good of the institution and never to promote self. 
All power ultimately emanates from the office or the position 
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and not from the individual who occupies the office. 
AS can be seen through the writings on leadership 
summarized in this review of literature, the challenges of 
leadership are many. In response to the need for leadership, 
the 1996 Community College Futures Assembly convened a panel of 
experts to construct a work profile for the community college 
president for the 21st century (Campbell & Leverty, 1997, p. 
34). Fourteen leaders in community college education were 
invited to participate on a panel to identify attributes 
essential for future leaders. 
As reported by Campbell and Leverty (1997, p. 35), the 
panel on leaders for the 21st century identified the following 
necessary task categories in rank order of importance: 
1) planning; 2) motivating; 3) assessing/evaluation; 
4) implementing/coordinating; 5) learning/researching; 6) public 
relations/developing relationships; 7) problem solving/ 
designing; and 8) deciding (on own initiative and with others). 
The results of the 21st Century Education Leader Project are 
designed to be used in leadership development and selection 
processes. 
Preparation for Leadership Roles 
The extremely challenging, unique and changing 
characteristics of the community college suggest that 
exploration of factors that contribute to the development of 
exemplary community college presidents may prove useful to 
governing boards, search committees, leadership preparation 
programs and aspiring leaders (McFarlin, 1997, p. 5). Not since 
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the Kellogg Foundation founded junior college centers in the 
1960s has there been a systematic effort to train a national 
cadre of leaders (Eisner, 1984, p. 33). 
Current books on leadership and management are full of 
advice for those aspiring to lead. The advice can be 
overwhelming, in fact. Douglas K. Smith identifies ten 
management principles in his 1996 book entitled. Taking Charge 
of Change: Principles for Managing People and Performance. 
Florence M. Stone and Randi T. Sachs identify no less than 
eighty core competencies for managers in their 1995 book. The 
High-Value Manager: Developing the core competencies Your 
Organization Demands. Charles Farkas and Philippe DeBacker 
identify "the means to develop the ability to consistently 
deliver extraordinary results," in their 1996 book Maximum 
Leadership: The World's Leading CEOs Share their Five 
Strategies for Success. 
In The Leader of the Future: New Visions, Strategies, and 
Practices for the Next Era (Hesselbein, Goldsmith, & Beckhard, 
1996), the Drucker Foundation brings together leaders, authors 
and consultants to share a vision of the future of leadership in 
a series of essays. If all of that isn't enough. Warren Bennis 
and Robert Townsend offer "a twenty-one day plan to becoming an 
effective and inspiring leader" in their 1995 book entitled. 
Reinventing Leadership: Strategies to Empower the Organization. 
The texts listed above are only but a few of those 
available, not to mention the multitude on quality management. 
These books suggest that future leaders must develop and share 
vision, empower others, facilitate teams, embrace change, be a 
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role model, and so forth. Very little has been published with 
information specific to the relationship between educational 
administrators' careers and the various modes for developing 
administrators' leadership and management skills, however 
(Green, 1988, p. 201). 
In his 1986 study of community college presidents, George 
Vaughan looked specifically at "personal attributes, skills, and 
abilities required of the successful [community college] 
president" (p. 185). Vaughan utilized a Career and Lifestyles 
Survey (Appendix A) to identify seventy-five presidents across 
the nation as community college leaders. These seventy-five 
individuals were asked to complete the companion Leadership 
Suirvey (Appendix B). In addition, Vaughan conducted thirteen 
personal interviews. 
Vaughan found that the presidents identified as leaders 
rated integrity and judgment as the personal attributes of most 
importance, with courage, concern, and flexibility rated as 
highly important. In the area of presidents' skills and 
abilities, "produce results" was rated as the skill of highest 
importance and "select people" and "resolve conflicts" were 
rated as being "of extreme importance." Vaughan (1986) reported 
the ability to produce scholarly publications as being low-
ranking . 
In his 1989 book. Leadership in Transition: The Community 
College Presidency, George Vaughan offers the following advice 
to those who would be president. 1) Earn a doctorate degree. 
2) Secure a position in a community college; approximately 
ninety percent of the community college presidents come from 
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within the community college ranks. 3) Get into the academic 
pipeline; the academic pipeline is from the classroom, to 
division chair, to dean of instruction, to president. 4) view 
the college from a broad perspective, not just from your current 
position; be college-oriented while at the same time presenting 
the perspective of your division- 5) Find a good mentor. 
6) Establish a peer network. 7) Remember, leadership begins 
at home; be visible on your own campus. 8) Never, ever base 
your career upon what someone else might do; don't miss your 
opportunity to become a president because you waited around for 
the current president of your institution to leave or retire. 
9) Become involved in community activities. 10) Be willing to 
move, even to the hinterlands (pp. 125-128). The most common 
manner in which individuals reach the presidency is by coming in 
from another institution (Addy, 1995, p. 4). 
Kay Faulconer's 1995 report on women in community college 
administration offers the following advice to women aspiring to 
upper level college administration: 1) "Think twice. Now that 
there is no financial way to solve problems, avoid going into 
high-level administration;" 2) serve on important committees; 
3) obtain a doctorate; 4) learn how to manage stress; 5) work 
hard; 6) avoid adopting a male perspective or management style, 
be yourself (pp. 15-16). In spite of Faulconer's caution about 
seeking a community college presidency, two-year colleges are a 
the forefront in placing women in their presidencies (DiCroce, 
1995, p. 80). As of March 1993, 12.6% of the CEOs of colleges 
in the United States were women (DiCroce, 1995, p. 80). There 
is a long way to go in terms of equality, however, significant 
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progress has been made. 
Sharon McDade of Columbia University is currently 
interviewing fifty presidents to ascertain the steps they made 
in the "leadership learning journey" (Hankin, 1996, p.44). 
McDade asserts that leaders develop along continua such as 
orientation to problems and self-image as worker, manager or 
leader. When McDade's research is complete, it will assist 
faculty members and administrators to develop a better road map 
for continuing education for community college leaders (Hankin, 
1996, p. 44). 
In his 1997 study, Charles McFarlin identified and 
explored preparation factors which may contribute to the 
development of outstanding community college leadership skills. 
McFarlin surveyed presidents of public, two-year institutions 
located in the Upper Midwestern United States. Surveys 
(Appendix C) were sent to 147 community college presidents with 
a return rate of 85%. A peer rating method was used to divide 
the respondents into two groups: outstanding/leading and 
normative. 
Utilizing a statistical test for comparing two binomial 
proportions, McFarlin identified statistically significant 
differences between the outstanding/leading presidents and the 
normative presidents on four of nine identified factors. The 
outstanding/leading presidents displayed a higher rate of having 
earned a terminal degree, a higher rate of having majored in 
Higher Education with an emphasis on community college 
leadership, a higher rate of both publishing and presenting 
scholarly work (published within the last 5 years, 59% versus 
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25%; presented within the last 5 years, 53 % versus 35%), and 
more involvement with both peer networks and mentors. 
Additionally, outstanding/leading presidents displayed a high 
rate of non-traditional paths to their presidencies. McFarlin's 
findings on each of the nine factors studied will be discussed 
below. 
Terminal degree. Both the review of literature and the 
increased use of the terminal degree as a minimum requirement 
for community college presidents suggest that earning a terminal 
degree should be an important component of preparation for a 
community college presidency. In fact, Townsend (1995) stated 
that a doctorate degree in education or community college 
administration has served many individuals as their passport to 
senior-level administrative positions (p.l). When comparing 
terminal degree attainment of outstanding/leading presidents 
versus normative presidents, McFarlin (1997) found 
outstanding/leading presidents displayed a higher rate of 
terminal degree attainment both at the start of their first 
presidency and at the time of the survey (94.1% for 
outstanding/leading presidents versus 79.6% for normative 
presidents). 
Community college leadership as an academic major. 
A 1985 national survey found that over 35 percent of the senior-
level administrators in two-year colleges had a doctorate in 
higher education or community college administration (Townsend, 
1995). McFarlin (1997) found community college presidents 
identified as outstanding/leading reported a 20.5% higher rate 
of having a major in their highest degree that focused on the 
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Study of higher education/community college leadership than the 
presidents in the normative group (52.9% versus 32.4%). The 
study of Higher Education with a focus on community college 
leadership or other areas, was the academic major for 70.5% of 
the outstanding/leading presidents while 52.8% of the normative 
presidents had majored in Higher Education. 
Personal research and publication agenda. McFarlin 
(1997) found that the vast majority of presidents from both 
samples reported that they were not pursuing a personal research 
or publication agenda. Presidents in the leading/outstanding 
sample, however, reported more scholcirly output in all 
publishing categories studied than did normative presidents. 
Within the last five years, 58.8% of the outstanding/leading 
presidents had published or presented while only 25.0% of the 
normative presidents had. Given the peer selection methodology 
utilized in the study, higher rates of publication among those 
chosen as outstanding/leading may have been related to the 
awareness by others created by publications and presentations. 
Preparation as a change agent. Review of literature 
identified a number of articles and books written in recent 
years about the need to be a change agent (Nanus, 1992; 0'Toole, 
1995; Smith, 1996; Farkas & DeBacker, 1996; Kaagan, 1997). The 
president must see that the environment is one which permits 
change; people must be free to speak their minds, punitive 
action for speaking out will doom ciny effort for change 
(O'Banion, 1997, p. 146). Over 95% of all survey respondents in 
McFarlin's study considered themselves to be a change agent. A 
higher percent of presidents identified as leading/outstanding 
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reported preparation as a change agent (24.1% versus 11.8%). 
This preparation was received primarily as part of a graduate 
program or inservice training. 
Status as a community college insider. The majority 
of the presidents participating in McFarlin's survey identified 
a past that would indicate they were community college insiders, 
however, the presidents identified as outstanding/leading were 
significantly less likely to have held academically oriented 
positions immediately previous to their current presidency 
(23.5% versus 64.8%). Less than one in five presidents 
identified as outstanding/leading came to their first presidency 
from a position outside of a community college and even fewer of 
those identified as normative came to their first presidency 
from outside the community college system. This suggests that 
while outstanding/leading presidents were generally community 
college insiders, they displayed a higher rate of non-
traditional paths to their presidencies. 
McFarlin's data also indicated that more first time 
presidents were identified as outstanding/leading and they had a 
lower rate of having taught in a community college on a full or 
part-time basis than those in the normative sample. In 
Vaughan's 1986 survey, he found that over 50% of the presidents 
responding were either deans of instruction or vice presidents 
in community colleges prior to their presidency. He and other 
authors have advised those aspiring to become community college 
presidents to secure positions in academic administration. 
Mentor-prot6g6 relationship. Vaughan (1989) 
identifies use of mentors and peer networks as important 
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preparatory components for community college presidents, as does 
Peter Drucker (1996) of the Drucker Foundation. Consistent with 
this, presidents identified as outstanding/leading in the 
McFarlin study reported having participated as a prot6g6 in 
mentor-prot6g6 relationships on average more than those 
identified as normative (47.1% versus 38.0%). The most common 
place for development of mentor-prot6g6 relationships was a 
community college work environment. 
Utilization of a peer network. Presidents identified 
as outstanding/leading in McFarlin's study reported a higher 
rate of involvement in both academic and workplace based peer 
networks than did presidents identified as normative. Normative 
presidents reported a higher rate of participation in social and 
business networks. 
Participation in leadership development activities. 
McFarlin found that prior to their first presidency, presidents 
identified as outstanding/leading participated in leadership 
preparation programs at a lower rate than did the normative 
presidents (23.5% versus 44.4%), however, they participated at a 
higher rate than their counterparts after assuming a presidency 
(64.7% versus 38.9%). 
This finding may be explained in context of work conducted 
on the mid-1970s by Kanter, Wheatley, and Associates. They 
conducted an extensive evaluation of five training programs and 
found that they were not adequately integrated into the 
participants' own campus settings and accordingly had limited 
success in boosting career development (Green, 1988, p. 217). 
McFarlin's results may indicate the same phenomenon: leadership 
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training taken subsequent to securing a position provides more 
situational intact in terms of enhanced performance. 
Knowledge of technology. Ninety-five percent of those 
responding to McFarlin's survey reported some personal use of 
contemporary technology. Differences between the 
outstanding/leading sample and the normative sample were small 
with outstanding/leading presidents rating themselves slightly 
higher on knowledge of technology than normative respondents. 
This finding is consistent with the fact that technology is so 
pervasive in modern society that all those in leadership 
positions must utilize technology to some extent. 
Descriptive data on outstanding/leading community 
college presidents. McFarlin found striking demographic 
differences between the outstanding/leading presidents and the 
normative presidents related to race, gender, and marital 
status. Specifically, the presidents selected by their peers as 
outstanding/leading were 100% Caucasian, predominately male 
(94%) and without exception married. These findings were 
disturbing in light of the fact that almost 17% of the survey 
respondents were female and nearly 13% were non-white. 
In discussion of the findings of the study, McFarlin (1997, 
p. 79) asked two important questions related to these findings; 
Are persons of color and females relegated to lead in second 
tier community colleges which do not provide opportunities for 
the development of exemplary leadership skills or the visibility 
to become known by their peers? Or, was the peer rating system 
utilized to select the outstanding/leading sample flawed in such 
a manner that it excluded minorities and women? Replication of 
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the study by this researcher with larger samples and a broader 
geographic area may help to illuminate these issues. 
In several cases, the results of McFarlin's study were 
contrary to commonly held beliefs about preparation for senior 
leadership positions in community colleges. These included, in 
particular, the lack of significant relationship of holding a 
terminal degree major in higher education/community college 
leadership and the low rate of participation of those selected 
as outstanding/leading presidents in leadership development 
activities prior to their first presidency. The rate of non-
traditional paths to the presidency of those selected as 
outstanding/leading was somewhat surprising, as well. McFarlin 
(1997, p. 89) suggests the use of prudence in making major 
policy recommendations for practice based upon the results of 
his study due to the limited geographical area covered by the 
survey and small sample sizes. 
Summary 
The review of literature has illustrated the important role 
of community colleges and the critical role of their presidents, 
highlighting the need to better understand what contributes to 
successful leaders and how they can be better prepared. It has 
pointed out that research on college and university leadership 
is sparse and has paid little attention to leadership 
development. Research specifically related to community 
colleges is particularly scant. 
Given the important role of community colleges and the 
critical role the presidents of these institutions will play in 
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their future, it is important that research is conducted that 
will help us to understand what makes some community college 
presidents effective and others ineffective. It is important 
that the preparatory factors that contribute to the development 
of outstanding leaders be identified in order that leadership 
can be strengthened through improved preparation of future 
leaders. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
This study was designed to evaluate preparation factors 
common to outstanding/leading community college presidents. 
Research by George Vaughan in 1986 provided the foundation 
for the study. It expanded research conducted by Charles 
McFarlin (1997) utilizing larger sample sizes and broader 
geographic area, allowing recommendations for practice to be 
made with greater conviction. This chapter is divided into the 
following sections: background, population studied, data 
collection procedures, data analysis methods, and subjects 
investigated. 
Background 
The work of George Vaughan (1995, 1994, 1992, 1989, 1986, 
1983) and Charles McFarlin (1997) served as the foundation for 
the design and methodology of this study. Vaughan has written 
extensively on community college leadership including the first 
major publication about the community college presidency in 
1986, entitled The Community College Presidency. He has studied 
the skills and abilities of outstanding community college 
presidents and has offered advice to those aspiring to become 
community college presidents. 
Vaughan's 1986 study was based upon 96 interviews, results 
of the Career and Lifestyles Survey (CLS) and results of the 
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Leadership Survey (LS). The CLS was distributed to eight 
hundred and thirty-eight presidents with a return rate of 70.5%. 
While con^ leting the CLS, presidents were asked to identify the 
"two top community college presidents in their state, excluding 
themselves" (Vaughan, 1986, p. xv). Vaughan used this peer 
identification process to identify seventy-five presidents as 
"leaders." Vaughan identified presidents as "leaders" if they 
received five votes or if they received the largest number of 
votes in their state, minimum of two votes. The Leadership 
Survey was then distributed to those seventy-five presidents 
identified as "leaders" with a return rate of 84%. 
Vaughan investigated the validity of the peer 
identification process for identifying "leaders" by using an 
alternate procedure for identifying "the outstanding community 
college presidents in the nation" (1986, p. xvi). Presidents 
identified via the alternate process closely matched the 
presidents identified by the peer identification process. 
Vaughan concluded that the close match between the two processes 
validated the peer identification process. 
In 1997, McFarlin surveyed the presidents of public, two-
year community colleges in the Upper Midwestern portion of the 
United States, including: Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, 
Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin. The 1996 
Higher Education Directory (Rodenhouse, 1996) was used to 
identify the presidents to be included in the study. The peer 
identification process developed and validated by George Vaughan 
was utilized to divide the survey respondents into two groups: 
outstanding/leading and normative. Each survey participant was 
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asked to identify the three most outstanding presidents in 
his/her state. Presidents were identified as 
outstanding/leading if they received the largest number of votes 
in their state. A minimum of two votes was required in order to 
be selected as outstanding/leading. 
Population Studied 
The population for this study consisted of all 
presidents/CEOs of public, two-year community colleges located 
in the United States. For the purpose of the study, "community 
college" was defined as a publicly controlled, two-year post-
secondary institution with an Associate degree as it's highest 
offering. Tribal, religiously affiliated, independent, 
proprietary and for-profit institutions were not included. The 
1997 Higher Education Directory (Rodenhouse, 1997) was used to 
identify presidents/CEOs. 
Eight hundred and twenty-eight suirveys were included in the 
mailings for this study. When the data collected by McFarlin 
for the Upper Midwestern states were included, the total number 
of surveys mailed was 975. Sampling procedures were not 
necessary as all colleges in the united States meeting the 
criteria established for the study were included (Alaska, Rhode 
Island and Indiana were eliminated as these states do not have 
multiple community college systems). No community college 
leaders other than presidents/CEOs were included. 
Survey respondents were divided into two different samples 
through the peer identification process developed and validated 
by George Vaughan (1986) and utilized by McFarlin (1997). Each 
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president/CEO was asked to identify the three most outstanding 
presidents in his/her state. Presidents were identified as 
"outstanding/leading" if they received five votes, or if they 
received the largest number of votes in their state. A minimum 
of two votes was required in order to be selected. Votes 
received by presidents identified as outstanding/leading ranged 
from a high of 30 in a large state with a high number of 
community colleges to two votes in smaller states and those with 
only a few colleges. The presidents not selected through this 
process were placed in the "normative" group. 
The total number of presidents participating in the study 
(McFarlin's data included) was 718, for a survey return rate of 
73.64%. Of those responding, 96 were identified as 
outstanding/leading while 622 were placed in the normative 
group. 
Data Collection Procedures 
A written survey instrument was administered to all 
presidents/CEOs of public, two-year community colleges in the 
United States, as defined previously. The survey instrument 
utilized was developed by Charles McFarlin for his 1997 survey 
of community college presidents in the Upper Midwest. 
The survey instrument (Appendix C) consisted of forty-three 
questions related to the demographics of the participants and 
their preparation for a senior leadership position in a 
community college. The majority of the survey questions 
required a yes/no or multiple choice response. Space was 
provided for short answer explanations on a number of questions. 
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One question required a ten-point scale response. 
A computerized database was utilized for the study. A 
cover letter on Iowa State University letterhead introducing the 
objectives of the study and requesting participation, 
accompanied each survey (Appendix D). The letter included the 
signatures of both the researcher and the major professor. A 
postage paid return envelope addressed to Iowa State 
University's Research Institute for Studies in Education was 
included. 
Each survey, cover letter, and envelope was coded for 
tracking purposes. The numerical code was placed at the top 
right corner of each page given to each subject. The subject's 
name was not included on the survey instrument to maintain 
confidentiality. The coding was used to assign data to the 
appropriate sample (outstanding/leading or normative) and to 
allow follow-up with those subjects who did not return the 
survey. 
Permission to proceed with this research was received from 
Iowa State University's Human Subjects Review Committee on July 
18, 1996 at the initiation of McFarlin's study. Notification of 
continuation of the study by this researcher was sent to the 
committee and approval was received, as well (Appendix E). 
Participant consent was implied by the completion and return of 
the survey. Participants could receive a copy of the final 
results of the study by contacting the researcher via phone 
numbers and addresses included in the cover letter or by 
indicating a desire for results on the returned survey 
instrument. 
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Those presidents who did not respond after the first survey 
mailing were sent a follow-up post card. A second survey was 
subsequently mailed to all non-respondents. Follow-up surveys 
were coded in a way that insured that each president could only 
have one set of responses included in the data even if they 
returned both the original survey and the follow-up survey. 
Following the second mailing, phone calls were made to non-
respondents during the suiraner of 1997. These calls revealed 
that surveys had been lost or personnel changes had occurred. A 
final mailing to institutions whose president had not responded 
was sent in September 1997. Following three rounds of survey 
mailings, 718 of 975 completed surveys had been returned for a 
total survey response rate of 73.64%. 
Data Analysis Methods 
The data collected through the survey responses were 
quantitative. Data from the questionnaire were entered into the 
computer database on the Iowa State University campus and the 
SPSS statistical package was utilized for analysis. The peer 
identification process described previously was completed and 
respondents were divided into two samples: outstanding/leading 
presidents and normative presidents. Frequency data were 
calculated for each survey item for each of the two samples. 
The dependent variable in this study was group membership: 
outstanding/leading or normative. The independent variables 
were the various leadership preparation factors identified in 
the research questions. A level of significance, or alpha 
level, of 0.05 was chosen for this study. The level of 
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significance speaks to the matter of how different the sample 
statistic must be from the hypothesized parameter before the 
null hypothesis can be rejected (Hinkle, Wiersma, & Jurs, 1994, 
p. 256). A significance level of 0.05 is generally used by 
educational researchers to reject the null hypothesis (Borg and 
Gall, 1989). At an alpha level of 0.05, there is one chance in 
twenty that a Type I error will be made (a null hypothesis will 
be rejected when it is correct) (Hinkle, et al., 1994, p. 168). 
A level of significance of 0.05 was selected for this study 
based upon the practical importance of the results of the study. 
Since the results of the study will be utilized to make 
recommendations to those aspiring to become community college 
presidents and those developing preparation programs, the impact 
of the study, while not creating life threatening effects, could 
lead to the investment of time and funding in manners more or 
less appropriate. No severe effects were expected to occur in 
the event of a Type I error (rejecting a true hypothesis). The 
impact of making a Type II error was considered to be more 
serious, as it would result in rejecting leadership preparation 
activities that would be superior. 
An alpha level of 0.10, as was used by McFarlin (1997), is 
typically utilized in exploratory studies (Borg and Gall, 1989). 
Research findings based on large samples, such as in this study, 
are more reliable. When small samples are used, a difference 
that could be of practical importance might be found 
statistically insignificant (Hinkle, et al., 1994, p. 256). Use 
of an alpha level of 0.10 in the study by McFarlin (1997) 
allowed for the identification of data trends, providing the 
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frame of reference for this study. 
Chi-square analysis was used to test for significant 
differences between samples. For data reported on the ratio 
scale (means), t-tests were performed. Analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) was utilized to compare data reported on the ratio scale 
by geographic region. Analysis allowed the researcher to either 
retain or reject each null hypothesis (alpha level of 0.05). 
The results of these tests are reported in Chapter Four. 
Subjects Investigated 
The subjects investigated in this study were preparation 
factors common in community college presidents. The population 
was divided into two samples, outstanding/leading and normative 
presidents. The outstanding sample was identified through a 
peer identification process in which community college 
presidents were asked to identify the three most outstanding 
presidents in their state. Those presidents receiving the most 
votes (minimum of two), were selected, as described previously. 
The eight preparation factors identified in the literature 
generated nine research questions which were utilized by 
McFarlin (1997, p. 51) and subsequently by this researcher. A 
tenth research question was added in this study to allow for 
comparison of results by geographic region. The ten research 
questions utilized in the study were identified in Chapter One. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH FINDINGS 
This chapter presents the research findings of the study. 
The chapter begins with a description of the process utilized to 
analyze data, a description of the institutions participating in 
the study, and presentation of data describing the population of 
the study, including the two samples: outstanding/leading 
community college presidents and normative community college 
presidents. Data related to each research question are 
presented and the results of testing each null hypothesis are 
discussed. Finally, recommendations for practice are identified 
with suggestions for further research. 
Data Analysis 
The characteristics of each of the participating community 
college presidents and their institutions are presented through 
descriptive statistics including frequencies, means, standard 
deviations and percentages. Chi-square analysis was utilized to 
test for significant differences between samples for nominal 
data (Hinkle, et al., 1994, p. 542) For data reported on the 
ratio scale (means), t-tests were performed. Analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) was utilized to compare data reported on the 
ratio scale by geographic region (Hinkle, et al., p. 316). 
Analysis allowed the researcher to either retain or reject each 
null hypothesis. An alpha level of 0.05 was used. 
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Characlieristics of the Institutions 
The presidents responding to the survey represented 718 
institutions ranging in size (by headcount) up to 104,000 
students. Comprehensive community colleges comprised the 
largest number with 590 (82.5%) of the institutions. 
Vocational/technical colleges were second with 78 (10.9%), 
followed by 31 colleges (4.3%) with no vocational/technical 
offerings and 16 (2.2%) classified as "other" (see Table 1). 
Table 1. Characteristics of the institutions 
Ql, Geographic region in which institution is located 
Population 
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Characteristics of the Respondents 
Utilizing the peer selection process, 96 of the 718 
respondents were selected as outstanding/leading community 
college presidents. The remaining 622 presidents were placed in 
the normative group. The majority of the outstanding/leading 
presidents were male (84, 88.4%), Caucasian (86, 90.5%), and 
married (89, 92.7%). They were on average 55.02 years old, 
assumed their first presidency at age 40.93, and had been a 
community college president for 13.93 years, with 10.68 years in 
their present position. 
The presidents in the normative group were also 
predominantly male (504, 81.4%), Caucasian (524, 85.5%) and 
married (544, 88.2%). They were on average slightly younger, at 
54.45 years of age and assumed their first community college 
presidency at a somewhat higher average age than the 
outstanding/leading presidents (45.36 versus 40.93). They had 
also been a president for a shorter period (8.83 years on 
average versus 13.93 for the outstanding/leading group) and had 
been in their present position for less time (6.67 years versus 
10.68 for the outstanding/leading group) (see Table 2). 
Research Questions 
This study included ten research questions. Each will be 
addressed separately in sequence. A description of the results 
will be provided, along with a table identifying key 
calculations. Each null hypothesis will be tested and the 
results discussed. 
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Table 2. Characteristics of the respondents 
Outstanding/Leading Normative Population 
n = 96 n = 622 n = 718 
Q5 , Tears in present pos ition 
Mean 10 .68 yrs. 6.67 yrs. 7.21 yrs. 
Std. Dev. 6 . 5 9 yrs. 6.37 yrs. 6.54 yrs. 
Range 0 to 30 yrs. 0 to 35 yrs. 0 to 35 yrs. 
Q6 , Tears as community college president 
Mean 13 .93 yrs. 8.83 yrs. 9.51 yrs. 
Std. Dev. 7 .47 yrs. 7.41 yrs. 7 .62 yrs. 
Range 1 to 36 yrs. 0 to 44 yrs. 0 to 44 yrs. 
Q7 , Marital status 
Single 3 3.1% 17 2.8% 20 2.8% 
Married 89 92.7% 544 88.2% 633 88.8% 
Divorced 2 2.1% 46 7.5% 48 6.7% 
Separated 1 1.0% 3 0.5% 4 0.6% 






Male 84 88.4% 504 81.4% 588 82.4% 
Female 11 11.6% 115 18.6% 126 17.6% 
Q9, Race/Ethnicity 
Native/Indian Am. 2 2.1% 5 0.8% 7 1.0% 
Asian/Pacific Isl. 1 1.1% 7 1.1% 8 1.1% 
Black/African Am. 2 2.1% 41 6.7% 43 6.1% 
Hispanic/Latino 3 3.2% 31 5.1% 34 4.8% 
White/Caucasian 86 90.5% 524 1 35.5% 610 1 86.2% 
Other 1 1.1% 5 0.8% 6 0.8% 
QIO, Age 
Mean 55. 02 yrs. 54.45 yrs. 54.53 yrs. 
Std. Dev. 4. 88 yrs. 6.09 yrs. 5.94 yrs. 
Range 42 to 68 yrs. 30 to 74 yrs. 30 to 74 yrs. 
Qll, Age at first community college presidency 
Mean 40. 9 3 yrs. 45.36 yrs. 44.76 yrs. 
Std. Dev. 5.84 yrs. 6.79 yrs. 6.84 yrs. 
Range 26 to 53 yrs. 27 to 70 yrs. 26 to 70 yrs. 
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Status as a Community College Insider 
The first research question focused on status as a 
community college insider. As discussed in the review of 
literature, those aspiring to become community college 
presidents have been advised to become an "insider." Emphasis 
has been placed on encouraging a traditional academic path of 
teaching, academic department chair, division dean, academic 
vice president to president (McFarlin, 1997, p. 66). Six of the 
questions on the survey instrument explored this issue 
(questions 12 through 17). The responses on these questions are 
summarized in Table 3. 
First, respondents were asked whether they had ever taught 
in a community college full-time or part-time. Just under half 
of the respondents had taught full-time (46.2%). The rate was 
consistent between those in the outstanding/leading group and 
those in the normative group (46.9% versus 46.3%). The same was 
true of teaching part-time, with 66.0% of the respondents 
indicating they had taught part-time at a community college. 
Again, the rate was consistent between outstanding/leading 
presidents and normative presidents (66.0% and 67.7% 
respectively). 
Next, respondents were asked whether they had moved into 
their current position from another community college CEO 
position. Here, a difference between the outstanding/leading 
presidents and the normative presidents was identified. Forty-
four of the 96 outstanding/leading presidents (45.8%) had moved 
to their current position from another community college CEO 
position, while only 29.6% of the normative group had. When 
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Table 3. Status as a community college insider 
Outstanding/Leading Normative Population 
n = 96 n = 522 n = 718 
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Q15, Community college position held immediately prior to your 
first community college presidency 
Dean, instruction 19 20.4% 130 21 .5% 149 20 .8% 
Dean, student services 5 5.4% 44 7 .3% 49 6 .8% 
Dean, bus/admin services 2 2.2% 22 3 .6% 24 3 .3% 
VP with academics 22 23.7% 175 28 .9% 197 27 .4% 
VP without academics 12 12.9% 58 9 .6% 70 9 .7% 
Other cc position 20 21.5% 95 15 .7% 115 16 .0% 
Did not hold cc position 13 14.0% 81 13 .4% 94 13 .1% 
Missing 20 2 .8% 
number of community college presidencies held by 
respondents (including current position) 
1 54 59.3% 422 69 .9% 476 66 .3% 
2 27 29.7% 121 20 .0% 148 20 .6% 
3 6 6.6% 43 7 .1% 49 6 .8% 
4 3 3.3% 10 1 .7% 13 1 .8% 
5 5 0 .8% 5 0 .7% 
14 1 0 .2% 1 0 .1% 
15 2 0 .3% 2 0 .3% 
18 1 1.1% 1 0 .1% 
Missing 23 3 .2% 
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asked about the position held immediately prior to their first 
community college presidency, only a 6.3% difference was noted 
between the two groups, however, and the difference did not 
favor the traditional academic track. The outstanding/leading 
presidents indicated that 44.1% had served as Dean of 
Instruction or Academic vice President while 50.4% of the 
normative presidents had. The majority of the survey 
respondents were serving in their first or second presidency. 
One in the outstanding/leading group indicated he or she was in 
their eighteenth presidency. 
Null hypothesis; The distribution of community college 
insiders reflected in the subgroup of outstanding/leading 
presidents will be equal to, or less than, the distribution 
observed in the normative sample. 
The null hypothesis was tested using chi-square analysis. 
No significant difference was found to be present between 
outstanding/leading presidents and normative presidents related 
to having taught full-time (p = 0.915) or part-time (p = 
0.744). No significant difference was found between the two 
groups in terms of having held an academic position prior to 
their current presidency (p = 0.634). There was a significant 
difference between the two groups in terms of having held a 
prior community college presidency, however (p = 0.001). A 
higher percentage of the outstanding/leading presidents had 
moved into their current position from another community college 
CEO position. The difference between the two groups in terms of 
number of presidencies held was not significant at alpha 0.5 
(p = 0.056). These results are summarized in Taible 4. 
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Table 4. Status as community college insider: chi-square tests 
N Value df Significance 
Q12, Full-time teaching experience in a community college 
716 0.011 1 0.915 
Q13, Part-time teaching experience in a community college 
703 0.106 1 0.744 
Q14r Hoved into current CEO position from another community 
college CEO position 
718 10.135 1 0.001 
Q15, Community college position held immediately prior to your 
first community college presidency 
698 4.318 6 0.634 
Q17 , ETumber of community college presidencies held by 
respondents (including current position) 
695 13.741 7 0.056 
The definition of community college insider utilized in 
this study was that the position held immediately prior to 
assuming the first presidency was at a community college. 
Although there was a significantly higher rate among 
outstanding/leading presidents of having moved into their 
current position from another community college presidency, the 
majority of all respondents (84.1%) had been employed at a 
community college and were therefore considered to be community 
college insiders. Therefore, the null hypothesis was not 
rejected. 
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Terminal Degree A-btainment 
The second research question focused on possession of an 
earned terminal degree. Possession of a terminal degree is 
being utilized in many cases as the minimum educational 
requirement for a college presidency. Two questions on the 
survey addressed this issue. The first question asked the 
respondents to identify the highest degree held currently. The 
second asked what degree they held when they obtained their 
first community college presidency. 
When comparing terminal degree attainment of 
outstanding/leading presidents versus normative presidents, 
outstanding/leading presidents tended to hold higher degrees. 
None of the presidents in the outstanding/leading group held a 
bachelors degree, while a few in the normative group did (one 
currently and five at the time they obtained their first 
presidency). In addition, only 4.3% of the outstanding/leading 
group currently hold Master's degrees as their highest degree, 
while 10.7% of the normative group do (see Table 5). 
Null Hypothesis: The distribution of 
outstanding/leading presidents who have earned a terminal degree 
will be equal to, or less than, the distribution observed in the 
normative sample. 
Utilizing chi-square analysis, no significant difference 
was found between the two groups in terms of terminal degree 
attainment (p = 0.243 on highest degree currently held and p = 
0.506 on highest degree at time of obtaining their first 
presidency) (see Table 6). Therefore, the null hypothesis was 
not rejected. 
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Table 5. Earned terminal degree 
Outstanding/Leading Normative Population 
n = 96 n = 622 n = 718 
Q18, Highest degree currently held 
Bachelor's 1 0.2% 1 0.1% 
Master's 4 4.3% 65 10.7% 69 9.6% 
Ed. Specialist 1 0.2% 1 0.1% 
Ed.D. 41 43.6% 275 45.2% 316 44.0% 
Ph.D. 45 47.9% 256 42.0% 301 41.9% 
Other 4 4.3% 11 1.8% 15 2.1% 
Missing 15 2.1% 
Highest degree held at first presidency 
Bachelor's 5 0.8% 5 0.7% 
Master's 10 10.6% 92 15.2% 102 14.2% 
Ed. Specialist 1 1.1% 3 0.5% 4 0.6% 
Ed.D. 40 42.6% 254 41.8% 294 40.9% 
Ph.D. 40 42.6% 245 40.4% 285 39.7% 
Other 3 3.2% 8 1.3% 11 1.5% 
Missing 17 2.4% 
Table 6. Earned terminal degree; chi-square tests 
N Value df Significance 
Q18, Highest degree currently held 
703 6.706 5 0.243 
Q19, Highest degree held at first presidency 
701 4.639 5 0.506 
Terminal Degree in Higher Education/Community College 
Leadership 
The third research question focused on the study of higher 
education with an emphasis in community college leadership. 
Survey respondents were asked whether they majored in higher 
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education with an emphasis on community college leadership, 
higher education with an emphasis other than community college 
leadership, or another field. The largest portion of both 
groups majored in higher education with an emphasis on community 
college leadership (44.7% of the outstanding/leading group and 
37.6% of the normative group). Only 17% of the 
outstanding/leading group and 18.2% of the normative group 
majored in anything other than education (see Table 7). 
Table 7. Major field of study in highest degree 
Outstanding/Leading Normative Population 
n = 96 n = 522 n = 718 
Q20, Hajor field of study 
Higher Ed./emphasis on 42 44.7% 228 37.5% 270 37.6% 
cc leadership 
Higher Ed./emphasis 17 18.1% 133 21.9% 150 20.9% 
other than cc leadership 
Other education 19 20.2% 135 22.3% 154 21.4% 
Other 16 17.0% 110 18.2% 126 17.5% 
Missing 18 2.5% 
Null Hypothesis: The distribution of outstanding/ 
leading presidents who earned terminal degrees focused on higher 
education/community college leadership will be equal to, or less 
than, the distribution observed in the normative sample. 
As identified in Table 8, there was no significant 
difference between the two groups in terms of terminal degree 
focus on higher education/community college leadership 
(p = .608). Though the outstanding/leading presidents had 
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majored in higher education with an emphasis on community 
college leadership at a higher rate, the largest percent of each 
group had and the difference between the two groups was not 
statistically significant. The null hypothesis was not 
rejected. 
Table 8. Major field of study: chi-square test 
N Value df Significance 
Q20, Major field of study 
700 1.833 3 0.608 
Mentor-Prot^gd Relationships 
The fourth research question explored the importance of 
mentor-prot6g6 relationships as a factor in preparation for 
becoming a community college president. Suirvey respondents were 
asked if they had participated in a mentor-prot6g6 relationship 
as a prot^ gS and if so, the average number of such relationships 
they had been involved in. 
AS can be seen in Table 9, 42.6% of the outstanding/leading 
presidents indicated they had participated in a mentor-prot§g6 
relationship as a prot6g6. On the average, the majority of 
these had participated in two to three of these relationships 
{88.4%). A slightly smaller percent (39.2%) of the normative 
group had participated in a mentor-prot^ g^  relationship, with 
87.1% of those having participated in two to three such 
relationships. 
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Table 9. Mentor-prot^ g^  relationships 
Outstanding/Leading Normative Population 
n = 96 n = 622 n = 718 
Q21, Participated in a me ntor-protege relationship as a protege 
Yes 40 42.6% 238 39.2% 278 38.7% 
No 54 57.4% 369 60.8% 423 58.9% 
Hissing 17 2.4% 
Q21C /Average number of mentor-protege relationships as a protege 
1 2 1.5% 2 1.3% 
2 16 61.5% 70 53.0% 86 54.4% 
3 7 26.9% 45 34.1% 52 32.9% 
4 1 3.8% 7 5.3% 8 5.1% 
5 5 3.8% 5 3.2% 
6 1 3.8% 3 2.3% 4 2.5% 
10 1 3.8% 1 0.6% 
(note; 278 respondents indicated they had participated in a mentor-
protege relationship, but only 158 responded to this question) 
Null hypothesis: The distribution of 
outstanding/leading presidents who identify a relationship with 
a mentor as a component of their preparation will be equal to, 
or less than, the distribution observed in the normative sample. 
No significant difference (p = 0.537) was found between the 
two groups in terms of having participated in a mentor-proteg6 
relationship or in terms of the average number of such 
relationships they had participated in (p = 0.287) (see Table 
10). The null hypothesis was not rejected. 
Peer Network 
The fifth research question focused on utilization of a 
peer network as a component of preparation for the community 
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Table 10. Mentor-prot^ g^  relationships; chi-squcire tests 
N Value df Significance 
Q21, Participated in a mentor-protege relationship as a protege 
701 0.380 1 0.537 
Q21CrA7erage number of mentor-protege relationships as a protege 
158 7.387 6 0.287 
college presidency. Participating presidents were asked whether 
they had participated in peer networks within their graduate 
program, within a prior community college work setting, or 
within a social/business setting. Outstanding/leading 
presidents participated in peer networks within their graduate 
programs at a higher rate than the normative presidents (32.3% 
and 23.5% respectively), while they participated in peer 
networks within a social/business setting at a lower rate (29.2% 
for the outstanding/leading group and 44.7% for the normative 
group) (see Table 11). 
Both groups had participated in a peer network within a 
prior community college work setting at similar 
rates (60.0% for outstanding/leading and 63.5% for normative). 
A community college work environment was the most frequent 
setting for development of a peer network for all participating 
presidents. 
Null Hypothesis; The distribution of 
outstanding/leading presidents who identify development of a 
peer network as a component of their preparation will be equal 
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Table 11. Peer networks in preparation for presidency 
Ou-tstanding/Leading Normative Population 
n = 96 n = 622 n = 718 
Q22, Peer aetwork within jour graduate program 
Yes 31 32.3% 144 23.5% 175 24.4% 
No 65 67.7% 468 76.5% 533 74.2% 
Missing 10 1.4% 
Q23, Peer network within a prior community college work setting 
Yes 57 60.0% 387 63.5% 444 61.8% 
No 38 40.0% 222 36.5% 260 36.2% 
Missing 14 1.9% 
Q24, Peer network within a social/business setting 
Yes 28 29.2% 268 44.7% 296 41.2% 
No 68 70.8% 331 55.3% 399 55.6% 
Missing 23 3.2% 
to, or less than, that found in the normative sample. 
Although, outstanding/leading presidents participated in 
peer networks within their graduate program at an 8.8% higher 
rate than their normative peers, the difference was not 
statistically significant (p = 0.064) at alpha 0.05. There was 
no significant difference between the two groups (p = 0.505) in 
terms of peer networks within a prior community college work 
setting. There was, however, a significant difference between 
the two groups in terms of peer networks within a 
social/business setting (p = 0.004). Outstanding/leading 
presidents participated in social/business networks at a 
significantly lower rate than their normative peers (see Table 
12). Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected. 
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Table 12. Peer networks: chi-square tests 
N Value df Significance 
Q2 2, Peer network within graduate program 
708 3.424 1 0.064 
Q23, Peer network within a prior community college work setting 
704 0.444 1 0.505 
Q24, Peer network within a social/business setting 
695 8.208 1 0.004 
Leadership Development Activities 
The sixth research question addressed the issue of 
participation in formalized leadership preparation programs 
either prior to, or after, assuming the first community college 
presidency. Outstanding/leading presidents tended to have 
participated in formalized leadership preparation programs at a 
lower rate than their normative peers prior to assuming their 
first presidency (33.3% versus 41.0%), but at a higher rate 
(43.8% versus 38.5%) after assuming their first presidency (see 
Table 13). 
Null Hypothesis: The distribution of 
outstanding/leading presidents who have participated in specific 
leadership development activities outside of their graduate 
degree work, as a component of their preparation will be equal 
to, or less than, that observed in the normative sample. 
Although a difference was identified between the two groups 
in terms of participation in leadership training programs, the 
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Table 13. Participation in leadership preparation programs 
Outstanding/Leading Normative Population 
n = 96 n = 622 n = 718 
Q25, Previous to first presidency, participated in leadership 
preparation program 
Yes 32 33.3% 250 41.0% 282 39.3% 
No 64 66.7% 360 59.0% 424 59.1% 
Missing 12 1.7% 
Q26, After assuming first presidency, participated in leadership 
preparation program 
Yes 42 43.8% 235 38.5% 277 38.6% 
No 54 56.3% 375 61.5% 429 59.7% 
Missing 12 1.7% 
difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.155 for 
training prior to assuming the first community college 
presidency and p = 0.330 for training after assuming the first 
presidency) (see Table 14). Therefore, the null hypothesis was 
not rejected. 
Preparation as a Change Agent 
The seventh research question addressed the issue of 
preparation as a change agent. Three survey items addressed 
this issue. Respondents were asked if those who worked with 
them considered them to be a change agent, if they considered 
themselves to be a change agent, and if they had received 
preparation as a change agent. Over 90% of both groups 
considered themselves to be change agents and felt those who 
worked with them did, as well. The rates were slightly higher 
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Table 14. Leadership programs: chi-square tests 
K Value df Significance 
Q25r Previous to first: presidency, participat:ed in leadership 
preparation program 
706 2.024 1 0.155 
Q26, After assuming first presidency, participated in leadership 
preparation program 
706 0.950 1 0.330 
for the outstanding/leading presidents on both items, with 94.8% 
indicating those they worked with considered them to be a change 
agent (versus 90.9% for the normative group) and 96.9% 
indicating they considered themselves to be a change agent 
(versus 95.0% of the normative group) (see Table 15). 
Most of the survey respondents indicated they had received 
preparation as a change agent. The majority received this 
preparation through self-study (59.5%), with 33.6% and 28.7% 
receiving preparation through their graduate program or in-
service training, respectively (see Table 15). 
Null Hypothesis: The distribution of 
outstanding/leading presidents prepared as change agents will be 
equal to, or less than, the distribution observed in the 
normative sample. 
No significant difference was found between the two groups 
on the question of whether those who worked with them considered 
them to be a change agent (p = 0.426) or whether they considered 
themselves to be a change agent (p = 0.706). No significant 
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Table 15. Preparation as a change agent 
Outstanding/Leading Normative Population 
n = 96 n = 622 n = 718 
Q27, Those who work with you consider you a change agent 
Yes 91 94.8% 557 90.9% 648 90 .2% 
Onsure 4 4.2% 48 7.8% 52 7 .2% 
No 1 1.0% 8 1.3% 9 1 .3% 
Missing 9 1 .3% 
Q28, Zou consider yourself a change agent 
Yes 93 95.9% 583 95.0% 676 94 .2% 
Unsure 2 2,1% 19 3.1% 21 2 .9% 
No 1 1.0% 12 2.0% 13 1 .8% 
Missing 8 1 .1% 
Q29, Received preparation as a change agent 
Yes, grad. program 31 32.3% 210 34.3% 241 33 .6% 
Yes, in-service 27 28.1% 179 29.2% 206 28 .7% 
Yes, self-study 59 61.5% 368 59.2% 427 59 .5% 
Yes, other 25 26.0% 123 20.1% 148 20 .6% 
No 19 19.8% 138 22.5% 147 20 .0% 
{note: respondents could select more than one) 
difference was found between the two groups on any of the 
methods of preparation as a change agent (graduate program, 
p = 0.705; in-service, p = 0.829; self study, p = 0.791; other, 
p = 0.180; no preparation, p = 0.551). See Table 16. The null 
hypothesis was not rejected. 
Personal Research and Publication Agenda 
The eighth research question explored whether the pursuit 
of a personal research and publication agenda had any bearing on 
identification as an outstanding/leading president. A large 
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Table 16. Preparation as a change agent: chi-square tests 
N Value df Significance 
Q27, Those who work with you consider you a change agent 
709 1.704 2 0.426 
Q28, Zou consider yourself a change agent 
710 0.697 2 0.706 
Q29, Received preparation as a change agent 
Graduate program 
709 0.143 1 0.705 
In-service program 
709 0.047 1 0.829 
Self-study 
709 0.070 1 0.791 
Other 
709 1.795 1 0.180 
No preparation 
709 0.356 1 0.551 
majority of the community college presidents who responded to 
the survey (69.8% of the outstanding/leading presidents and 
84.4% of the normative group) indicated that they were not 
pursuing a personal research and publication agenda. Somewhat 
surprisingly in light of this, however, 65.6% of the outstanding 
group and 33.9% of the normative group had published within the 
last five years (see Table 17). The majority of these 
publications fell within the categories of journal article or 
chapter in a book. In addition, 57.0% of the 
outstanding/leading presidents had presented research at a 
professional meeting within the last five years, while only 
35.3% of the normative group had. 
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Table 17. Personal research and publication agenda 
Outstanding/Leading Normative Population 
n = 96 n = 622 n = 718 
Q30, Currently pursuing a personal research/publication agenda 
Yes 29 30.2% 96 15.6% 125 17.4% 
No 67 69.8% 521 84.4% 588 81.9% 
Missing 5 0.7% 
Q31, Presented research at a professional meeting within 5 years 
Yes 53 57.0% 212 35.3% 265 36.9%% 
No 40 43.0% 389 64. ,7% 429 59.7% 
Missing 24 3.3% 
Q31B ,Average number of presentations 
1 or 2 14 14.6% 59 9. 5% 73 10.1% 
3 - 5  1 4  14.6% 64 11. 9% 88 12.3% 
>5 15 15.5% 27 4. 4% 42 6.0% 
Missing 53 55.2% 462 74. 3% 515 71.6% 
Q32, Number who published within last 5 years by category 
Journal article 52 54.2% 175 28, 1% 227 31.6% 
Book chapter 36 37.5% 74 11. 9% 110 15.3% 
Monograph/book 20 20.8% 39 6. 3% 59 8.2% 
Book review in journal 10 10.4% 23 3. 7% 33 4.6% 
Q32B ^ Number who published within last 5 years. all categories 
Published 63 65.6% 211 33. 9% 274 38.2% 
Did not publish 33 34.4% 409 65. 8% 442 61.6% 
Missing 2 0. 3% 2 0.2% 
Null Hypothesis: The distrdLbution of outstanding/ 
leading presidents pursuing a personal research and publication 
agenda will be equal to, or less than, the distribution observed 
in the normative sample. 
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A significant difference was found between the 
outstanding/leading presidents and the normative presidents on 
the survey item that asked if they were pursuing a personal 
research and publication agenda (p = 0.000), with the 
outstanding/leading presidents pursuing an agenda at a higher 
rate. A significant difference was also found between the two 
groups on the issue of having presented research at a 
professional meeting within the past five years (p = 0.000), 
again, with the outstanding/leading presidents having presented 
at a higher rate. 
The difference between the two groups in terms of having 
published within the last five years was statistically 
significant (p = 0.000), as well, with the outstanding/leading 
presidents having published at a higher rate. The results of 
the chi-square tests on items related to pursuit of a personal 
research and publication agenda are smranarized in Taible 18 
below. Based upon these results, the null hypothesis was 
rejected. 
Table 18. Research and publications; chi-square tests 
N Value df Significance 
Q30, Currently pursuing a personal research/publication agenda 
713 12.331 1 0.000 
Q31, Presented research at a professional meeting within 5 years 
694 16.089 1 0.000 
Q32B,Number who published within last 5 years 
718 34.608 1 0.000 
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Knowledge of Technology 
The ninth research question focused upon knowledge of 
technology. Seven of the survey questions related to the issue 
of knowledge of technology. The vast majority of the 
participating presidents indicated they had a personal computer 
in their home (82.3%) as well as in their office (92.6%) (see 
Table 19). These presidents indicated they used a personal 
computer for such tasks as sending and receiving e-mail, 
accessing the Internet, and composing memos and letters. 
Outstanding/leading presidents used e-mail somewhat more 
than their normative peers, with 74.0% indicating they used it 
more than eight times per week (58.3% of the normative 
presidents used it more than eight times per week). The two 
groups were relatively even in usage in the other categories 
(see Table 19). When asked to rate themselves in terms of 
knowledge of technology, the two groups were not significantly 
different, with the outstanding/leading presidents rating 
themselves at 6.38 on a scale of zero to ten and the normative 
presidents rating themselves 6.08. 
Null Hypothesis: The distribution of 
outstanding/leading presidents who report a knowledge of 
technology will be equal to, or less than, that observed in the 
normative sample. 
Significantly more outstanding/leading presidents 
(p = 0.029) had a personal computer at home than did normative 
presidents. The difference between the two groups in terms of 
having an office computer was not statistically significant 
(p = 0.102), however. The frequency of use of e-mail was 
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Table 19. Knowledge of technology 
Outstanding/Leading Normative Population 
n = 96 n = 622 n = 713 
Q33, Personal computer in their home 
Yes 87 90.6% 504 81.0% 591 82.3% 
No 9 9.4% 114 18.3% 123 17.1% 
Missing 4 0.7% 4 0.6% 
Q34, Personal computer in their office 
Yes 93 96.9% 572 92.0% 665 92.6% 
No 3 3.1% 48 7.7% 51 7.1% 
Missing 2 0.3% 2 0.3% 
Q35, Number of times per week use e-mail 
Never 7 7.3% 63 10.1% 70 9.7% 
1-4 12 12.5% 88 14.1% 100 13.9% 
5-8 5 5.2% 102 16.4% 107 14.9% 
More than 8 71 74.0% 362 58.3% 433 60.3% 
Missing 1 1.0% 7 1.1% 8 1.1% 
Q36, Number of times per week use PC to compose memos/letters 
Never 20 20.8% 131 21.1% 151 21.0% 
1-4 18 18.8% 144 23.2% 162 22.6% 
5-8 8 8.3% 91 14.6% 99 13.8% 
More than 8 49 51.0% 248 39.8% 297 41.4% 
Missing 1 1.1% 8 1.3% 9 1.3% 
Q37, Number of times per week access Internet 
Never 11 11.5% 106 17.0% 117 16.3% 
1-4 36 37.5% 244 39.2% 280 39.0% 
5-8 16 16.7% 95 15.3% 111 15.5% 
More than 8 32 33.3% 167 26.9% 199 27.7% 
Missing 1 1.0% 10 1.6% 11 1.5% 
Q38, Number of times per week use PC for tasks other than 
correspondence 
Never 15 15.6% 98 15.8% 113 15.7% 
1-4 32 33.3% 203 32.6% 235 32.7% 
5-8 15 15.6% 113 18.2% 128 17.8% 
More than 8 34 35.4% 193 31.0% 227 31.6% 
Missing 15 2.4% 15 2.1% 
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Table 19. (continued) 
Outstanding/Leading Normative Population 
n = 96 n = 622 n = 718 
Q39, Mean rating of their self-reported knowledge of technology 
(0-10 with 10 being high) 
Mean 6.38 6.08 6.12 
Std. Dev. 2.00 2.04 2.03 
Range 0 to 10 0 to 10 0 to 10 
significantly higher among outstanding/leading presidents 
(p = 0.010). While, use of a computer to compose memos and 
letters (p = 0.132), access the Internet (p = 0.391), or for 
activities other than correspondence (p = 0.859) were not 
significantly different. See Table 20. 
No significant difference was found in the ratings selected 
by the two groups on knowledge of technology (mean of 6.38 for 
the outstanding/leading group and 6.08 for the normative group 
on a scale of zero to ten) (p = 0.182). The results of the t-
test on this item can be found in Table 21. 
Although, outstanding/leading presidents were found to be 
more likely than their normative peers to have a computer at 
home and to use their personal computer for e-mail at a higher 
rate, their overall knowledge of technology could not be 
determined to be greater. In fact, the self-ratings of 
knowledge of technology did not differ significantly between the 
two groups of presidents, therefore, the null hypothesis was not 
rejected. 
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Table 20. Use of technology: chi-square tests 
N Value df significance 
Q33, Personal computer at home 
714 4.795 1 0.029 
Q34, Personal computer in the office 
716 2.679 1 0.102 
Q35, Times per week use e-mail 
710 11.255 3 0.010 
Q36, Times per week use PC to compose memos/letters 
709 5.606 3 0.132 
Q37r Times per week access Internet 
707 3.006 3 0.391 
Q38r Times per week use PC for tasks other than correspondence 
703 0.758 3 0.859 
Table 21. Knowledge of technology: t-test 
t df Significance 
Q3 3, Mean rating of self-reported knowledge of technology 
1.336 713 0.182 
Geographic Location 
The final research question explored whether significant 
differences existed among institutions and presidents by 
geographic region. For the purposes of this investigation, the 
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states were divided into five geographic regions: Upper 
Midwest, Northwest, Southwest, Northeast, and Southeast. The 
states comprising each of these regions were identified in 
Chapter One. Data by region were compared by chi-square or 
ANOVA and Post Hoc Tests. Some differences were found. Each 
area investigated will be discussed. 
The characteristics of the respondents are summarized in 
Table 22. No significant differences were found in terms of 
current age (p = 0.228), age at which respondents assumed their 
first presidency (p = 0.222), or total number of years as a 
Table 22. Characteristics of respondents by region 
REGION 
Upper 
Northeast Northwest Southeast Southwest Midwest 
Q5 Tears in present position 
Mean 7.31 yrs. 8.02 yrs. 8.63 yrs. 5.63 yrs. 6.85 yrs. 
Std. Dev. 6.55 yrs. 6.51 yrs. 7.62 yrs. 4.91 yrs. 6.30 yrs. 
Range 0-26 yrs. 0-26 yrs. 0-35 yrs. 0-21 yrs. 0-32 yrs. 
Q6 , Years as community college president 
Mean 9.74 yrs. 9.67 yrs. 10.58 yrs. 8.29 yrs. 9.28 yrs. 
Std. Dev. 7.73 yrs. 7.61 yrs. 8.40 yrs. 6.76 yrs. 7.17 yrs. 
Range 0-35 yrs. 0-28 yrs. 0-44 yrs. 0-26 yrs. 1-32 yrs. 
QIC, Age 
Mean 55.14 yrs. 53.87 yrs. 54.99 yrs. 54.08 yrs. 53.95 yrs. 
Std. Dev. 5.71 yrs. 5.23 yrs. 6.44 yrs. 5.83 yrs. 5.76 yrs. 
Range 39-69 yrs. 41-66 yrs. 37-74 yrs. 30-71 yrs. 38-68 yrs. 
Qll, Age at first community college presidency 
Mean 45.22 yrs. 44.09 yrs. 44.08 yrs. 45.51 yrs. 44.41 yrs. 
Std. Dev. 6.68 yrs. 5.72 yrs. 6.97 yrs. 7.24 yrs. 6.47 yrs. 
Range 26-63 yrs. 31-53 yrs. 29-66 yrs. 27-70 yrs. 29-59 yrs. 
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community college president (p = 0.056, alpha 0.05). Though the 
difference in total years as a president was not significant at 
alpha 0.5, the difference between the Southeast and the 
Southwest regions was notable at 10.58 years and 8.29 years 
respectively. 
A significant difference was found in number of years in 
the present position (p = 0.000). Presidents in the Southwest 
region had been in their current positions on average only 5.63 
years while those in the other regions had been for 7.31 to 8.63 
years. The results of the ANOVA comparing data by regions are 
summarized in Table 23 and post hoc tests are summarized in 
Table 24. 
Table 23. Characteristics of respondents by region: ANOVA 
Sum of df Mean F Significance 
Squares Square 
Humber of years la present position 
Between groups 931.531 4 232.883 5.583 0.000 
Within groups 29739.132 713 41.710 
Total 30670.663 717 
Tears as a community college president 
Between groups 531.954 4 132.989 2.310 0.056 
Within groups 40938.933 711 57.579 
Total 41470.887 715 
Current age 
Between groups 199.084 4 49.771 1.412 0.228 
Within groups 24952.517 708 35.244 
Total 25151.602 712 
Age at first presidency 
Between groups 266.899 4 66.725 1.432 0.222 
Within groups 32903.492 706 46.606 
Total 33170.391 710 
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Table 24. Years in present position: post hoc tests 
Mean Standard 
Region Region Difference Error Significance 
Northeast Northwest -0.72 1.085 0.509 
Southeast -1.33 0.689 0.055 
Southwest 1.S8 0.702 0.017 
Upper Midwest 0.46 0.776 0.557 
Southeast Northeast 1.33 0.689 0.055 
Northwest 0.61 1,054 0.563 
Southwest 3.00 0.653 0.000 
Upper Midwest 1.78 0.732 0.015 
Southwest Northeast -1.68 0.702 0,017 
Northwest -2.39 1.062 0.025 
Southeast -3.00 0.653 0.000 
Upper Midwest -1.22 0.744 0,101 
Upper Midwest Northeast -0.46 0.776 0.557 
Northwest -1.17 1.113 0.292 
Southeast -1.78 0.732 0.015 
Southwest 1.22 0.744 0.101 
No difference was found in marital status (p = 0.249), with 
the vast majority in all regions being married. No difference 
was found in terms of gender (p = 0.170). On chi-square 
analysis, differences were found in terms of race, however 
(p = 0.000). While Caucasians comprised the large majority of 
presidents in all regions, they did so less overwhelmingly in 
the Southwestern states (77.0%) where there was a larger portion 
of Hispanic presidents (11.8%) than in other regions (see Table 
25). 
No difference was found among the regions in terms of 
having taught full (p = 0.453) or part-time (p = 0.359). A 
difference was found, however, in terms of having moved into 
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Table 25. Race by geographic region 
RACE REGION 
Upper 
Northeast Northwest Southeast Southwest Midwest Total 
American Indian/ 1 0.7% 1 0.5% 5 2.7% 7 
Native American 
Asicin/Pacific 1 0.7% 3 6.5% 4 2.1% 8 
Islander 
Black/African 8 5.3% 2 4.3% 13 6.5% 11 5.9% 9 7.3% 43 
American 
Hispanic/Latino 5 3.3% 2 4.3% 1 0.5% 22 11.8% 4 3.2% 34 
White/Caucasian 136 90.0% 39 84.8% 181 90.5% 144 77.0% 110 88.7% 610 
Other 4 2.0% 1 0.5% 1 0.8% 6 
their current position from another community college presidency 
(p = 0.002). The Northwestern states had a lower rate than the 
other regions of having presidents who had moved into their 
current position from another presidency (17.4%). The Southeast 
had the next lowest rate at 23.5%, while the other three regions 
were all between 35.6% and 38.9% (see Table 26). 
Table 26. Moved into current position from another presidency 
Moved into REGION 
position North- North- South- South- Upper 
from another east west east west Midwest Total 
presidency 
Yes 56 36.4% 8 17.4% 48 23.5% 67 35.6% 49 38.9% 228 31.8% 
No 98 63.6% 38 82.6% 156 76.5% 121 64.4% 77 61.1% 490 68.2% 
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The differences between the regions on the question of 
position held immediately prior to the first presidency were not 
statistically significant at alpha 0.5 (p = 0.065). The number 
of community college presidencies held was, however (p = 0.043). 
A significantly higher number of first-time presidents was found 
in the Northwestern region, as 80.4% of the presidents 
responding from that region were in their first presidency (see 
Table 27). 
Table 27. Number of presidencies held 
Number of REGION 
com. col. North- North- South- South- Upper 
presidencies east west east west Midwest Total 
held 
1 104 69.3% 37 80.4% 142 72.8% 116 64 .4% 77 62.1% 476 68.5% 
2 34 22.7% 6 13.0% 38 19.5% 36 20 .0% 34 27.4% 148 21.3% 
3 7 4.7% 2 4.3% 9 4.6% 20 11 .1% 11 8.9% 49 7.1% 
4 1 2.2% 4 2.1% 7 3 .9% 1 0.8% 13 1.9% 
5 4 2.7% 1 0.5% 5 0.7% 
14 1 0.5% 1 0.1% 
15 1 0 .6% 1 0.8% 2 0.3% 
18 1 0.7% 1 0.1% 
A statistically significant difference was not found among 
the regions in terms of highest degree currently held at alpha 
0.5 (p = .067). There was a difference however, in the highest 
degree held at the time respondents assumed their first 
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presidency (p = 0.040). While the vast majority of the 
respondents had a doctoral degree (Ed.D or Ph.D) at the time 
they assumed their first presidency, the rate for the Upper 
Midwestern states was only 77.5%, while the rates for the other 
four regions were between 80.4% and 84.8% (see Table 28). 















Bachelor's 2 1.0% 3 2.4% 5 0.7% 
Master's 21 14,0% 9 19. 6% 22 11.1% 28 15.3% 22 17.7% 102 14.6% 
Ed. Spec. 3 1.5% 1 0.8% 4 0.6% 
Ph.D. 72 48.0% 19 41. 3% 65 32.8% 73 39.9% 56 45.2% 285 40.7% 
Ed.D. 54 36.0% 18 39. 1% 103 52.0% 79 43.2% 40 32.3% 294 41.9% 
Other 3 2.0% 3 1.5% 3 1.6% 2 1.6% 11 1.6% 
No significant differences were found eimong the regions in 
terms of degree emphasis on higher education/community college 
leadership (p = 0.307). Chi-square results on the questions of 
having moved to the current presidency from another presidency, 
number of presidencies held, and highest degree held at the time 
of assuming the first presidency are summarized in Table 29. 
No significant differences were found among the regions in 
having participated in a mentor-prot^ g^  relationship as a 
prot6g6 (p = 0.823) or the number of such relationships 
(p = 0.465). No statistically significant differences were 
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Table 29. Previous presidencies held: chi-square tests 
N Value df Significance 
Moved to current position from another presidency 
718 16.525 4 0.002 
Number of presidencies held 
695 42.028 28 0.043 
Degree when assumed first presidency 
701 32.279 20 0.040 
found at alpha 0.5 in whether presidents had participated in 
formalized leadership preparation programs either prior to 
assuming their first presidency (p = 0.912) or after assuming 
their first presidency (p = 0.063). 
No significant differences were found in perception of the 
respondents as a change agent either by those they worked with 
(p = 0.195) or on self-rating (p = 0.696). No significant 
difference was found among the regions in terms of preparation 
as a change agent (graduate program, p = 0.395; in-service, 
p = 0.914; self-study, p = 0.271; other, p = 0.573; no 
preparation, p = 0.850). 
There was no significant difference among the regions in 
terms of respondents indicating they were currently pursuing a 
personal research and publication agenda (p = 0.263). 
Differences were found, however, in terms of having presented 
research results at professional meetings (p = 0.002) and having 
published (p = 0.002). Significantly fewer presidents in the 
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Northwestern states had presented research at a professional 
meeting within the last five years (17.4% versus 43.7%, 32.7%, 
45.8% and 37.2%) (see Tables 30 and 31). Presidents in the 
Northwestern states also reported the lowest rate of having 
published (21.7% versus 43.5%, 35.8%, 45.7% and 30.2%) within 
the last five years. 
Table 30. Research and publication agenda by region 
REGION 
North- North- South- South- Upper 
east west east west Midwest Total 
Q31, Presented research results at a professional meeting 
Yes 66 43.7% 8 17.4% 65 32.7% 81 45.8% 45 37.2% 265 38.2% 
No 85 56.3% 38 82.6% 134 67.3% 96 54.2% 76 62.8% 429 61.8% 
Q32B, Number who published within last 5 years, all categories 
Published 67 43.5% 10 21.7% 73 35.8% 86 45.7% 38 30.2% 274 38.3% 
Not 87 56.5% 36 78.3% 131 64.2% 100 53.2% 88 69.8% 442 61.7% 
Published 
Table 31. Research and publication: chi-sguare tests 
N Value df Significance 
Presented research at a professional meeting 
694 17.305 4 0.002 
Published within last 5 years 
718 16.916 4 0.002 
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Significant differences were found among the regions in 
terms of knowledge and use of technology. On the question 
related to having a personal computer in their home (p = 0.002), 
it was found that fewer of the respondents in the Southwestern 
states had a computer in their home than in the other regions. 
Presidents in the Southwestern states were also less likely 
(p = 0.000) to have a computer in their office (85.3% versus 
98.1%, 97.8%, 94.1% and 95.2%). These presidents also used e-
mail less frequently (p = 0.003), used a personal computer for 
composing memos and letters less often (p = 0.000), and accessed 
the Internet less often (p = 0.004) than their peers. Data 
related to knowledge of technology can be found in Table 32. 
Chi-square results are summarized in Table 33. 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) on self-reported rating of 
knowledge of technology by region resulted in a probability of 
0.054 which was not significant at alpha 0.05. These results 
are summarized in Table 34. 
Null Hypothesis: There will be no difference in the 
distribution of the preparation factors studied among the five 
geographic subgroups. 
Significant differences were found among the geographic 
regions on various factors, as described in the preceding 
paragraphs. Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected. These 
differences will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Five. 
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Q3 3, Have a computer in home 
Yes 
No 
131 85.6% 39 84.8% 152 74.5% 166 89.7% 103 81.7% 591 82.8% 
23 18.3% 123 17.2% 22 14.4% 7 15.2% 52 25.56% 19 10.3% 
Q34, Have a computer in office 
Yes 
No 
67 43.5% 10 21.7% 73 35.8% 86 45.7% 38 30.2% 274 38.3% 
87 56.5% 36 78.3% 131 64.2% 100 53.2% 88 69.8% 442 61.7% 























20 10.8% 21 16.9% 107 15.1% 
101 66.0% 34 73.9% 104 51.7% 127 68.3% 67 54.0% 433 61.0% 
Q 3 6 ,  Number of times per week use PC to compose memos/letters 
Never 25 16.3% 6 13.0% 38 34.2% 27 14.6% 25 19 .8% 151 21 .3% 
1-4 36 23.5% 8 17.4% 41 20.6% 39 21.1% 38 30 .2% 162 22 .8% 
5-8 20 13.1% 9 19.6% 25 12.6% 33 17.8% 12 9 .5% 99 14 .0% 
Over a 1 72 47.1% 23 50.0% 65 32.7% 86 46.5% 51 4. 05% 297 41 .9% 
Q37 , Humber of times per week access Internet 
Never 15 9.8% 6 13.0% 49 24.6% 21 11.4% 26 21 .0% 117 16 .5% 
1-4 62 40.5% 15 32.6% 72 36.2% 78 42.2% 53 42 .7% 280 39 .6% 
5-8 26 17.0% 13 28.3% 24 12.1% 29 15.7% 19 15 .3% 111 15 .7% 
Over 8 50 32.7% 12 26.1% 54 27.1% 57 30.8% 26 21 .0% 199 28 .1% 
Q38 , Humber of times per week use PC for tasks other than 
CO rrespondence 
Never 15 9.9% 5 10.9% 49 24.5% 25 13.9% 19 15 .2% 113 16 .1% 
1-4 55 36.2% 13 28.3% 68 34.0% 56 31.1% 43 34 .4% 235 33 .4% 
5-8 28 18.4% 6 13.0% 27 13.5% 37 20.6% 30 24 .0% 128 18 .2% 
Over 8 54 35.5% 22 47 .8% 56 28.0% 62 34.4% 33 26 .4% 227 32 .3% 
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Table 33. Use of technology: chi-square tests 
N Value df Significance 
Have a computer in home 
714 L7.141 4 0.002 
Have a computer in office 
716 27.141 4 0.000 
Humber of times per week use e-mail 
710 29.787 12 0.003 
Humber of times per week use PC to compose memos/letters 
709 38.923 12 0.000 
Humber of times per week access Internet 
707 29.146 12 0.004 
Humber of times per week use PC for tasks other than 
correspondence 
703 27.535 12 0.006 
Table 34. Rating of knowledge of technology by region; ANOVA 
Sum of df Mean F Significance 
Squares Square 




38.340 4 9.585 




CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, DISCUSSION 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study was designed to evaluate preparation factors 
common to outstanding/leading community college presidents. 
Research by George B. Vaughan in 1986 provided the foundation 
for the study. In addition, this study expanded research 
conducted by Charles McFarlin (1997) utilizing larger sample 
sizes and increased geographic diversity among subjects. 
Participants included community college presidents from 
forty-seven states. Surveys were mailed to 975 presidents (147 
by McFarlin and 828 by this researcher) with a response rate of 
73.64% (718 surveys were returned). The nine research questions 
utilized by McFarlin (1997) were applied to data collected from 
the expanded geographic area. In addition, data from each of 
five geographic regions were compared in order to determine if 
differences existed in regard to preparation factors based on 
college location. The study compared presidents identified 
through a peer selection process as outstanding/leading with the 
remaining presidents (referred to as normative). 
The nine preparation factors included in the study were 
those utilized by McFarlin (1997) and confirmed by this 
researcher through the review of literature. These included: 
1) status as a community college insider, 2) possession of an 
earned terminal degree, 3) a terminal degree major focused on 
the study of higher education with an emphasis on community 
college leadership, 4) previous involvement as a prot^ g^  in a 
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mentor-prot6g6 relationship, 5) involvement in peer networks, 
6) participation in leadership development activities, 
7) preparation as a change agent, 8) a history of research and 
publication, and 9) knowledge of technology. The peer rating 
method used to identify presidents as outstanding/leading or 
normative was developed and validated by George Vaughan (1986) 
and utilized by McFarlin (1997). 
Demographic data as well as data related to the nine 
preparation factors were collected from all participants. 
Statistical analyses were performed to provide descriptive 
information and to identify differences among groups. These 
included frequencies, means, standard deviations, t-tests, chi-
square, analysis of variance (ANOVA), and post hoc tests. A 
level of significance (alpha level) of 0.05 was used in the 
study. 
Methodological limitations of the study included reliance 
on volunteer participation and self-reported data. No attempt 
was made to determine if significant differences existed among 
participants and non-participants. The study also represents a 
point in time assessment and provides no indication of what the 
results might have been under differing social and economic 
conditions or how results may differ over time. One example of 
a factor that may change dramatically over time is knowledge of 
technology. As technology continues to change and use 
increases, the questions related to technology included in the 
survey instrument are likely to become outdated and less 
relevant. 
Data collected by McFarlin in 1996 was included in the 
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descriptive statistics and the tests of significance in this 
study. McFarlin's data was approximately one year older than 
the data collected by this researcher. McFarlin's data remained 
intact as the Upper Midwest geographic region. When the data 
was analyzed by geographic region, a significant difference was 
found between the upper Midwest and the other four geographic 
regions on only one factor. Respondents in the upper Midwestern 
states demonstrated a lower rate of having attained a terminal 
degree at the time of assuming their first presidency (77.5%) 
than respondents in the other regions (80.4% to 84.8%). 
While the study does identify differences between 
outstanding/leading presidents and normative presidents, as well 
as differences among geographic regions, no attempt was made to 
establish causal relationships. 
Discussion, Implications, and Recommendations 
for Practice 
Descriptive Data 
Utilizing the peer selection process, 96 of the 718 survey 
respondents were selected as outstanding/leading community 
college presidents and 622 were identified as normative. The 
majority of both groups were male (82.4%), Caucasian (86,2%), 
and married (88.8%). Although the percent of females responding 
to the survey (17.6%) was higher than the percent represented in 
the outstanding/leading group (11.6%), both genders were 
represented. All races were represented in the 
outstanding/leading group, as well. In McFarlin's (1997) study 
of the Upper Midwestern states, only one female was selected as 
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outstcinding/leading cind all of those selected were Caucasian. 
Respondents were on average 54.53 years of age, assumed 
their first community college presidency at age 44.76 years and 
had been a president for 9.51 years with 7.21 years in their 
present position. The institutions represented by these 
presidents were predominately comprehensive community colleges 
(82.5%). 
It is important to note that the characteristics of survey 
respondents presented here are descriptive of the existing 
population of conununity college presidents in the United States. 
The reader should not construe these data to indicate that the 
outstanding/leading presidents of the future will be, or should 
be, male and/or Caucasian. Race and gender are identified for 
descriptive purposes only, they are not in themselves 
preparation factors. 
Research Question 1 
The vast majority of the respondents in this study were 
community college insiders. Only 13.1% indicated that they had 
not held a position at a community college immediately prior to 
assuming their first presidency. This rate was consistent 
between the two groups (outstanding/leading and normative 
presidents). This pattern is in accord with the trend reported 
in the literature favoring community college insiders for senior 
leadership positions within community colleges. The only 
difference identified between the two groups was that a higher 
number of those identified as outstanding/leading presidents had 
moved into their current position from another community college 
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CEO position (45.8% versus 29.6%). This may indicate that 
valuable experience is gained while serving as a president and 
this experience is applied successfully in subsequent 
presidencies. 
Just under half (48.2%) of the survey respondents had held 
a position at the level of vice president with responsibility 
for academic programs immediately prior to assiuning their first 
community college presidency. The percent was somewhat higher 
for the normative presidents (50.4%) than the 
outstanding/leading presidents (44.1%), although the difference 
was not statistically significant. 
Given that the traditional pathway to the presidency is the 
academic path, this pattern raises some questions for future 
study. Does working within an academic environment over a 
period of years stifle one's willingness to think independently, 
causing them to be too dependent upon consensus building as 
Fisher (1997) would suggest? Is the need to "keep a lid on 
controversy" so overwhelming that it smothers strong leadership? 
Do college boards responsible for hiring and evaluating 
community college presidents need to be strongly encouraged to 
look more at factors other than peace keeping in determining the 
relative value of a president? These are important questions 
for future study and consideration. 
Research Question 2 
While presidents in the outstanding/leading group tended to 
hold higher degrees than the normative presidents, both at the 
time of assuming their first presidency as well as currently, 
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the difference was not statistically significant. These results 
are consistent with the current trend of requiring completion of 
a terminal degree as a minimum requirement for attaining a 
community college presidency. 
Research Question 3 
The majority of the respondents to the survey held terminal 
degrees in an educational field (80%). The highest percent of 
those in both groups (outstanding/leading and normative) held 
degrees in higher education with cin emphasis in community 
college leadership. "It is commonly suggested that someone who 
aspires to senior leadership of community colleges needs to 
complete a terminal degree program (sometimes an analogy to a 
union card is used) but the specific area of study is not 
particularly impoirtant" (McFarlin, 1997, p. 80). McFarlin 
(1997) quoted a speaker at the 1986 AACJC national meeting as 
stating, "The doctorate as a degree, is in^ ortant. The subject 
matter relating to that doctorate is not. So the key is to get 
the doctoral degree" (p. 80). 
As reported by McFarlin 1997, Keim (1994) documented a 
declining number of graduate students enrolled in programs 
specifically focused on community college preparation, as well 
as noting that the number of graduates from programs focused on 
preparation for community college service had also declined, 
stating these programs had small class sizes and limited faculty 
resources (p. 91). This is of concern in light of the fact that 
a high number of presidents included in this study held doctoral 
degrees with an emphasis in community college leadership. 
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Therefore, these programs are positioned to have significant 
influence on the leaders of community colleges in the future. 
Careful consideration should be given to strengthening them 
rather than eliminating them. 
Research Question 4 
Less than half of the presidents participating in this 
study indicated they had participated in a mentor-prot§g^  
relationship as a prot6g6. The percent was slightly higher for 
those presidents identified as outstanding/leading (42.6%) than 
for those identified as normative (39.2%). Sources identified 
through the literature review suggested that participation as a 
prot6g6 in a mentor-prot^ g^  relationship is a powerful 
professional development tool. While a statistically 
significant difference was not found between the two groups, the 
higher prot6g6 participation rate among the outstanding/leading 
presidents supports the contention that such relationships play 
a role in preparation for a community college presidency. 
Research Question 5 
A community college work environment was the most frequent 
setting for development of a peer network for all presidents 
participating in this study. Both the outstanding/leading and 
normative presidents participated in community college work 
based relationships at similar rates (60.0% and 63.5% 
respectively). Outstanding/leading presidents participated in 
peer networks through their graduate program at a higher rate, 
however, and in social/business networks at a significantly 
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lower rate. This was an interesting finding. There appears to 
be an inverse relationship between participation in 
social/business networks and identification as an 
outstanding/leading president. Perhaps the trends identified 
here are indicative of the time spent on work related activities 
(i.e. graduate study and work based peer networks) rather than 
social activities. This is an issue requiring further 
investigation in order to determine the cause of this trend. 
Research Question 6 
Outstanding/leading presidents tended to have participated 
in formalized leadership preparation programs at a lower rate 
prior to assuming their first presidency than their normative 
peers (33.3% versus 41.0%), but at a higher rate after assuming 
their first presidency (43.8% versus 38.5%). This pattern may 
suggest that leadership preparation activities are more 
meaningful and more readily applied when taken after one is 
already in a leadership position. 
One may question whether leadership programs designed for 
those holding presidential positions are of significantly 
different focus or quality than those for individuals aspiring 
to become presidents. The curriculum and characteristics of 
leadership preparation programs must be evaluated in order to 
make further assiunptions based on this evidence. 
Research Question 7 
Over 90% of those responding to the survey indicated they 
felt they were a change agent. Most also indicated that they 
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had received preparation as a change agent. The rates for the 
outstanding/leading presidents were only slightly higher than 
those for the normative group and were not statistically 
significant. The results of the survey suggest that preparation 
as a change agent is seen as an important factor for community 
college presidents. Approximately one-third of the survey 
respondents received this preparation through their graduate 
programs. Those responsible for the curriculum of graduate 
programs that do not currently include an educational component 
directed toward development of skills as a change agent should 
consider one as these programs can play an important role in 
preparing leaders for the task of leading change. 
Research Question 8 
A large majority of the community college presidents who 
responded to the survey indicated that they were not pursuing a 
personal research and publication agenda. "This rejection of 
research and publication in a community college setting is 
consistent with community college culture and community 
colleges' self image as institutions focused on teaching" 
(McFarlin, 1997, p. 81) rather than research. A significant 
number had, however, published and/or presented research at a 
professional meeting within the past five years. The rates were 
significantly higher among the outstanding/leading presidents 
(65.6% versus 33.9% had published and 57.0% versus 35.3% had 
made presentations). Fifteen of the 53 outstanding/leading 
presidents had presented research at a professional meeting more 
than five times within the five years preceding the survey. 
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The relationship between having published and presented and 
being selected as an outstanding/leading president may be 
related to the peer selection process. Having your peers select 
you as outstanding/leading may be related to how visible you are 
and how well you are known to them. Publishing and presenting 
at professional meetings, when done effectively, would 
contribute to awareness and a positive perception. Additional 
research utilizing another method of identifying outstanding 
leadership skills is needed in order to clarify this issue. If 
this study were repeated with retention of the peer selection 
process, respondents could be asked to identify their rationale 
for selection of individuals as outstanding/leading presidents. 
The results of this study would suggest that continued 
emphasis on research, publication, and presentation skills in 
graduate programs is appropriate as it is important leaders have 
skill in these areas. As identified in the review of 
literature, presidents are expected to communicate effectively 
on a number of levels. They hold primary influence over how the 
mission and purpose of the college is communicated both 
internally and externally. Written and oral communication 
skills are critical. 
Research Question 9 
The vast majority of the presidents responding to the 
survey indicated they had access to a personal computer. The 
rates were higher among the outstanding/leading presidents, with 
many of them utilizing a computer more than eight times per week 
for e-mail (74%), composing documents (51.0%), and Internet 
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access (33.3%). There was not a significant difference between 
the two groups, however, when asked to rate their knowledge of 
technology. 
If a true assessment of differences in knowledge of 
technology is to be made, different evaluation techniques are 
needed. Perhaps educational background related to technology 
should be investigated as well as questions moving beyond usage. 
Use of computer technology is becoming commonplace. The results 
found in this study reflect a point in time assessment. This is 
a preparation area that may change dramatically over time. 
Research Question 10 
Survey respondents were divided into five geographic 
regions for purposes of this study: Northwest, Northeast, 
Southwest, Southeast and Upper Midwest. Differences in terms of 
leadership preparation factors were found among the geographic 
regions. 
The Northwestern states were found to have more first-time 
presidents. These presidents identified lower rates of having 
published and presented. These two issues may be related as 
first-time presidents may have less time and energy available 
for these activities. From the survey one is unable to 
determine if other factors such as availability of publication 
and presentation opportunities or preparation for such 
activities differed. 
Presidents from the Southwest were found to have fewer 
years in the presidency overall and shorter tenures in their 
current presidencies. It would be interesting in light of this 
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finding to study the turnover rate of community college 
presidents in order to further clarify this trend. Fewer of the 
presidents in the Southwest reported having personal computers 
in their homes or offices and subsequently reported lower 
technology usage rates, as well. 
Presidents in the Upper Midwestern states reported a lower 
rate of holding a doctoral degree at the time they assumed their 
first presidency. The current rate of holding the degree was 
not significantly different than the other regions, however. 
Summary and Suggestions for Further Research 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate preparation 
factors common to outstanding/leading community college 
presidents. Research by George Vaughan in 1986 provided the 
foundation for the study. Research conducted by Charles 
McFarlin (1997) was expanded utilizing larger sample sizes and 
broader geographic area, allowing recommendations for practice 
to be made with greater conviction. 
The study confirmed some of McFarlin's (1997) results. He 
found significant differences at alpha 0.10 on four of nine 
preparation factors with outstanding/leading presidents 
reporting: a higher rate of possession of an earned terminal 
degree, a higher rate of having majored in higher education with 
an emphasis on community college leadership, a higher rate of 
both publishing and presenting scholarly work, and more 
involvement with both peer networks and mentors. 
This study found significant differences between 
outstanding/leading presidents and normative presidents (alpha 
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0.05) in the area of participation in peer networks with 
outstanding/leading presidents participating in peer networks 
within their graduate programs at a higher rate and within 
social/business settings at a lower rate than the normative 
presidents. Outstanding/leading presidents also published and 
presented scholarly work at a significantly higher rate than 
their peers. In addition, outstanding/leading presidents were 
found to be more likely to have a personal computer at home and 
to use e-mail more often. 
The majority of the presidents participating in the study 
had a terminal degree and a high number had a degree in higher 
education with an emphasis in community college leadership. 
Significant differences were not found between the two groups in 
these areas. 
The study was limited by the peer selection process. The 
peer selection process utilized was developed and validated by 
George Vaughan. Vaughan used the peer selection process and an 
alternative process to identify leaders in his 1986 study and 
found no significant difference between the results of the two 
processes. The relationship of the peer identification process 
and the level of significance found in this study between 
publishing and presenting and selection as an 
outstanding/leading president need to be studied further. While 
there may be a very real relationship between maintaining 
currency in the field and publishing and presenting, the study 
was not designed to estciblish causal relationships and the 
researcher was unable to determine the degree to which selection 
was related to being known versus real performance related 
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issues. 
Further refinement of the survey instrument is also needed 
in order to determine if real differences exist in terms of 
knowledge of technology. The survey asked respondents to rate 
themselves in terms of knowledge and to identify basic usage 
levels. Further evaluation would be needed in order to 
establish a significant difference. Educational background 
related to technology and knowledge versus usage could be 
evaluated. 
Investigation into the types and quality of leadership 
development programs is needed in order to determine if there is 
a difference in quality of programs offered to those aspiring to 
become a president and those already serving. It would be of 
value to determine if the differences observed between 
outstanding/leading presidents and normative presidents in terms 
of participation in leadership programs prior to, and after, 
assuming the presidency are related to their status in reference 
to the presidency or factors within the programs themselves. 
Development of instriiments to measure leadership development and 
growth will be important. While instruments have been developed 
to measure leadership against specific theories, most provide 
only a snapshot look at leadership as it exists at a particular 
moment in time (McDade, 1994, p. 221). 
This study appears to support the continued offering of 
terminal degree programs with an emphasis in community college 
leadership and a component on preparation as a change agent. It 
also supports continued inclusion of a research, presentation 
and publication emphasis in graduate programs. 
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The review of literature raised concerns regarding the 
crisis in leadership resulting from the need for presidents to 
avoid conflict with faculty, administrative staff, and the 
board. It was suggested that the need to "keep peace" may cause 
presidents to fail to provide leadership. A study investigating 
the factors college boards use to evaluate presidents is needed. 
Continued study of the differences between 
outstanding/leading and normative presidents utilizing a 
selection process other than peer selection is also recommended. 
"There has long been agreement among leadership experts that one 
of the best ways to examine leadership growth is to collect 
feedback from people all around the leader, a technique commonly 
known as 360° feedback" (McDade, 1994, p. 221). The Center for 
Creative Leadership has developed a 360° feedback instrument, 
for which they are now providing supplementary validation and 
interpretation data (McDade, 1994, p 221). Though difficult to 
conduct on a large scale, a study utilizing a selection process 
involving ratings by Boards, staff and peers would be of value. 
The review of literature for this study identified a 
critical need for strong educational leaders for the future. 
Continued study is needed in order to further verify what 
preparation factors contribute to development of exemplary 
leadership skills. Qualitative studies of educational leaders 
would be of value in clarifying preparation factors common to 
those identified as outstanding. Such studies should include 
both male and female presidents and leaders of varied racial 
backgrounds. As instruments to measure leadership growth are 
improved, these instruments must be used to systematically 
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evaluate and document the process of leadership learning in 
order that graduate programs and leadership development programs 
can be validated and improved. 
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APPENDIX A. CAREER AND LIFESTYLE SURVEY INSTRUMENT 
(Vaughan, 1986) 
Ill 
The Community College Presidency: 
Career and Lifestyle Survey 
Direetionsi In each section, please provide the information or check the 
spaces as appropriate. All responses will remain confidential. 
I . IHSTITUTIOHAL IHFORMAXIOH 
a. State: 
b. Number of FTE students—fall 1990 quarter/semester: 
c. Do you live in a college-owned house? ( ) Yes ( ) No 
d. If no, do you receive a housing allowance? ( ) Yes ( ) No 
e. If yes, monthly allowance 
II. PERSOHAL IITFORHATION 
a. Number of years in present position: 







Current marital status: 




Divorced (not remarried) 
Separated 
Spouse deceased (not remarried) 
Female 







Do you now live in the state where you finished high school? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
Including your current position, how many community college 
presidencies have you held? 
Age at which you assumed your first presidency: 
Position held prior to your first community college presidency: 
Dean of instruction 
Dean of student services 
Dean of business/administrative services 
Vice president with overview of academics 
Vice president without overview of academics 
Other 
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j. Did you move into your current position from another community 
college presidents? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
k. Position held prior to assimiing your current position if different 
from i. and j. above: 
1. Have you ever taught full-time in a community college? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
m. Have you ever taught part-time in a community college? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
n. Highest degree held: 
{ ) Bachelor's ( ) 







Did you receive an associate's degree from a community college? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
Major field of study in your highest degree: 
{ ) Higher education { ) Other education 
( ) Other 
Major field of study in you 
( ) Biology ( 
{ ) Mathematics ( 
( ) Education ( 
( ) Sociology ( 
master's degree: 
History ( ) 
Chemistry ( ) 
Psychology ( ) 




















( ) Kiwanis 
( ) League of Women Voters 
Do you belong to a country club? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
If "Yes," do you use it for professional entertaining? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
Time permitting, which of the following sports or activities do you 
participate in on a regular basis? 
( ) Fishing ( ) Golf ( ) Hunting ( ) Jogging 
( ) Bowling ( ) Skiing ( ) Swimming ( ) Tennis 
( ) Walking for aerobic exercise ( ) Other 
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V .  
w. 
2 .  
aa. 
Father's most recent full-time occupation, even if deceased: 
(Please be as specific as you cein.) 



























's most recent full-time occupation, even if deceased: 
Homemaker 
Other (Please be as specific as possible 
s highest degree: 
None ( ) 
High School ( ) 














AADW ( ) AERA 
NACDBO ( ) NASPA 





Within the past five years, have you published any of the following: 
(Please check all that apply. Leave bleink if you have not pxiblished 
within the past five years.) 
Article in a professional/trade journal 
Chapter in a published book 
Book review published in professional/trade journal 
Monograph/book 
Who is your chief confidant—that is, if you have a major problem 
associated with your role as president, in whom do you confide 
regularly? 
cc. How likely are you to move to another position within the next five 
years? 
( ) Very likely ( ) Somewhat likely ( ) Not likely 
dd. If you are likely or somewhat likely to move, will your move be to 
another presidency? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
ee. Do you plein to retire from the presidency within: 
( ) 1-3 yrs. ( ) 4-6 yrs. ( ) 7-10 yrs. 
( ) Not within 10 yrs. 
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ff. Do you consider the community college presidency to be: 
( ) a high risk position ( ) moderate risk ( ) low risk 
gg. Do you consider the community college presidency to be: 
( ) a high stress position ( ) moderate stress 
( ) low stress 
III.SPOUSE (Skip to Section IV if you are not currently married.) 
a. Age of spouse 




( ) None 
( ) High School 
( ) Associate's 






Does your spouse currently work outside the home for pay? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Full-time ( ) Part-time 
If "yes," specify occupation 
While you have been president, how many years has your spouse worked 
for pay outside the home? 
IV. CHILDREH 
a. Number of children under 18 years old: ; 18 and over 
b. Did any of your children receive an associate's degree from a 
community college? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
c. If you have a child under 18 or a "traditional college-age" youth, 
does he/she plan to receive a degree at a community college? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Uncertain 
d. Did any of your children under 18 take one or more classes at a 
community college but did not receive an associate's degree? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
V. LIFESTYLE 
We are interested in how many hours you and your spouse, if you are 
married, spend in several activities. 
a. About how many hours do you spend weekly in work and personal 
activities? 
No./Hrs. 
Work (include professional entertaining) 
Family life, recreation, community service, and other 
personal activities 
b. If married, how many hours per week do you and your spouse 
spend alone together outside of sleeping? (Skip if unmarried.) 
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c. Check the type of friends you see socially (at least 30 minutes per 
week) outside of work. 
( ) Childhood friends ( ) Professional colleagues 
( ) Neighbors ( ) Club associates 
( ) Church associates { ) Other 
d. If married, check the types of friends your spouse sees socially (at 
least 30 minutes per week) outside of work. (Skip if unmarried.) 
( ) Childhood friends ( ) Professional colleagues 
( ) Neighbors { ) Club associates 
( ) Church associates ( ) Other 
e. How many days of aimual leave do you earn each year? 
f. How many days of annual leave did you take last year? 
g. Did your family (or you, if unmarried) take a vacation together last 
year that lasted four or more days? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
h. If you took a vacation, did you take any work related to your duties 
as president with you? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION 
Please offer any comments or observations on the remainder of this form. 
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Directions: In section I, please provide the information or check 
the space as appropriate. 
I . PERSON INFORMATION 
a. Number of years in present position: 
b. Marital Status: ( ) Single ( ) Divorced 
( ) Married ( ) Widowed 
( ) Separated 
c. Age 
d. Sex: ( ) Female ( ) Male 
e. Race: ( ) White; ( ) Black; { ) Hispanic; ( ) other 
f. Do you now live in the state where you finished high 
school? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
II . PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES 
DIRECTIONS: Please rate responses according to the following 
scale: 
1 = of little importance 
2 = of considerable importance 
3 = of extreme importance 
Please rate attributes in terms of your perception of their 
importance to being a successful community college senior 
administrator (president, vice president, dean of instruction, 
as examples). 
a. tolerance for 
ambiguity 
b. courage to make 
tough decisions 
c. physically healthy 
d. sense of humor 
e. good judgment 
f. high intelligence 
g. loyalty to your 
college 




1. drive or high energy 
level 
m. commitment to the 
community college 
philosophy 
n. desire to excel 
o. curiosity 
p. optimism 
q. at ease in different 
social situations 
r. willing to take risks 
s. other, please state: 
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III.SKILLS AND ABILITIES 
DIRECTIONS; Please rate responses according to the following 
scale: 
1 = of little importance 
2 = of considerable importance 
3 = of extreme in^ ortance 
Please rate attributes in terms of your perception of their 
importance to being a successful community college senior 
administrator (president, vice president, dean of 
instruction, as examples). 
a. effective communication skills 
b. delegation of responsibilities 
c. processing and management of information 
d. relating well to a broad range of people 
e. cibility to resolve conflicts effectively 
f. ability to see and take opportunities as they occur 
g. ability to define problems and offer solutions 
h. an understanddLng of the community/region served 
i. effective articulation of the college's mission and 
needs 
j. establishing and maintaining a peer network 
k. ability to produce scholarly publications 
1. ability to produce results 
m. ability to work as a team member 
n. independence in carrying out programs and duties 
o. ability to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate 
p. ability to motivate others 
q. ability to select capable people 
r. other, please state; 
Thank you very much. 
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APPENDIX C. THE COHKUNITY COLLEGE PRESIDENCY 




The Community College Presidency: 
Demographics and Leadership Preparation Factors Survey 
Directions: In each section, provide the information or check the spaces as appropriate. All 
responses will remain confidential. For this survey. Community College President 
is defined as the CEO of an institution or system with two year associate degrees 
as its highest offering. 
INSIIiariONAL INFORMATION 
FIRST, we would like to ask you questions about your institution. 
1. State in which your institution is located: 
2. Huffiber of FTE students-fall 1996 quarter/semester: 
3. Student headcount-fall 1996 quarter/semester: 
4. Type of institution that you currently lead: 
( ) Comprehensive community/junior college 
( ) Community/junior college without vocational/technical programs 
( ) Technical or vocational college 
( ) Other (please specify ) 
PERSONAL INFORMATION 
NOW, we would like to ask you some questions related to your personal attributes. 
5. Number of years in your present position: 
6. Total number of years as a community college president: 
7. Current marital status: 




) Divorced (not remarried) 
) Separated 
) Spouse deceased (not remarried) 
( ) Female 
) American Indian/Native American 
) Asian/Pacific Islander 





11. Age at which you assumed your first community/junior college presidency; 
NEXT, we would like to ask you some questions about your occupation background. 
12. Have you ever taught full-time in a community/junior college? 
( ) Yes ( ) Ho 
13. Have you ever taught part-time in a community/junior college? 
( ) Yes ( ) Ho 
14. Did you move into your current position from another community/junior college 
presidency? ( ) Yes ( ) Ho 
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15. Community/junior college position held immediately prior to your first 
community/junior college presidency: 
( ) Dean of instruction 
( ) Dean of student services 
( ) Dean of business/administrative services 
( ) Vice president with responsibility for academics 
( ) Vice president without responsibility for academics 
( ) Other community college position (please specify: 
) 
( ) Did not hold community/junior college position prior 
to first community/junior college presidency 
(please specify the position: ) 
16. Position held prior to assuming your current position if different from 14 and 
15 above: 
17. Including your current position, how many community/junior college 
presidencies/CEO positions have you held? 
NOW, we would like to ask you three questions about your academic background. 
18. Highest degree currently held: 
( ) Bachelor's ( ) Master's ( ) Ed. Specialist 
( ) Ph. D. ( ) Ed.D. ( ) Other 
19. Highest degree held when you assumed your first presidency: 
( ) Bachelor's ( ) Master's ( ) Ed. Specialist 
( ) Ph. D. ( ) Ed.D. ( ) Other 
20. Major field of study in your highest degree: 
( ) Higher education/emphasis on community/junior college 
leadership 
( ) Higher education/emphasis other than on 
community/junior college leadership 
( ) Other education (please list area(s) ) 
( ) Other (please specify ) 
NOW, we would like to ask you some questions about the role of mentoring during your 
preparation for a community/junior college presidency. Mentor-protege relationships are 
increasingly being cited as a component of leadership preparation. Mentors, both within 
and outside of education, are often described as master teachers. They also coach, 
provide a positive role model, open doors, and shape the development of the protege. 
Within the current definition, mentors are more mature, more advsinced and/or more 
experienced than the protege. K mentor-protege relationship is not a peer relationship. 
21. As you were developing leadership skills required of a community college 
president, did you participate in a mentor-protege relationship as a protege? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
If your answer to 21 was "Yes," please answer the following three questions. If 
your answer to 21 above was "No," please go to the next section. 
21(a). Was your mentor-protege relationship developed within the academic 
setting of a graduate program? ( ) Yes ( ) No 
21(b). Was your mentor-protege relationship developed within the professional 
setting of community college employment? ( ) Yes ( ) No 
21(c). While developing skills required of a community/junior college 
president did you participate in more than one mentor-protege 
relationship as a protege? ( ) Yes ( ) No 
(if yes, number of mentor-protege relationships ) 
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NEXT, we would like to aslc you about the role of peer networks on your preparation for 
the community/junior college presidency. Peer networks are made up of individuals of 
generally equal status a common goal, occupational or avocational interest or other 
unifying characteristic. 
22. Did your academic preparation (graduate program) include involvement with a 
peer network that assisted you in preparing for and assuming your presidency? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
23. Did previous work experience at community/junior colleges provide you with a 
peer network that assisted you in preparing for and assuming your presidency? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
24. Did previous social and business (non-academic) experiences provide you with a 
peer network that assisted you in preparing for and assuming your presidency? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
NOH, we would like to ask you two questions about your involvement with leadership 
preparation programs outside of your graduate program. Exsunples of formalized 
leadership preparation programs outside of a graduate program include the American 
Council on Education's (ACE) National Identification Prograun, the Community College 
"Leaders" program, Harvard's Management Development Program and Harvard's Institute for 
Educational Management. 
25. Outside of your graduate program and previous to your first presidency, did you 
participate in any focmalized leadership preparation programs? 
( ) Yes (please list 
) 
( ) Ho 
26. After assuming your (first) presidency, did you participate in any formalized 
leadership preparation programs? 
( ) Yes (please list 
) 
( ) No 
NOVf, we would like to ask you some questions about your role as a change agent. Change 
agents are generally defined as leaders that aggressively promote and enable the change 
process. 
27. Do those who work with you consider you a change agent? 
( ) Yes ( ) Unsure ( ) No 
28. Do you consider yourself a change agent? 
( ) Yes ( ) Dnsure ( ) No 
29. Have you received preparation as a change agent? (check all that apply) 
( ) Yes, as part of my graduate program 
( ) Yes, as part of my in-service preparation 
( ) Yes, through self-study 
( ) Yes, other (please list ) 
( ) No 
NOH, vre would like to ask you three questions about your research activities since you 
completed your highest degree. 
30. Are you currently pursuing a personal research/publication agenda? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
(if yes, research focus ) 
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31. Within the past five years, have you presented results of your research or 
scholarship at a professional meeting? ( ) Yes ( ) No 
(if yes, number of presentations 
32. Hithin the past five years, have you published any of the following: (Please 
check all that apply. Leave blank if you have not published within the past 
five years.) 
( ) Article in a professional/trade journal (number of articles ) 
( ) Chapter in a published book (number of chapters ) 
( ) Monograph/book (number of monographs/books ) 
( ) Book review published in professional/trade journal 
(number of book reviews ) 
FXHAIILY, we would like to ask you some questions about your knowledge of and use of 
technology. 
33. Do you have a personal computer in your home? ( ) Yes ( ) No 
34. Do you have a personal computer in your office? ( ) Yes ( ) No 
35. How many times per week do you use E-mail? 
( ) Never ( ) 1-4 times per week ( ) 5-8 times per week ( ) More than 8 
36. How many times per week do you use a personal computer for composing 
memos/letters ? 
( ) Never ( ) 1-4 times per week ( ) 5-8 times per week ( ) More than 8 
37. How many times per week do you access the Internet? 
( ) Never ( ) 1-4 times per week ( ) 5-8 times per week ( ) More than 8 
38. How many times per week do you use a personal computer for reasons other than 
correspondence? 
( ) Never ( ) 1-4 times per week ( ) 5-8 times per week ( ) More than 8 
(please list examples ) 
39. On a scale of 0 to 10, please rate your general knowledge of technology. 
Please circle the appropriate number. 
Low High 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
OUTSTANDING LEADERS 
40. Please list the three community college presidents from within your state 
that you consider the best examples of outstanding/leading community college 
presidents. 
Leader A: Institution: 
Leader B: Institution: 
Leader C: Institution: 
PLEASE RETURN THE SORVEZ IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE 
THANK ZOU VERZ MUCH FOR ZOUR COOPERATION 
Please offer any comments or observations on the reverse side of this form. 
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APPENDIX D. LETTER ACCOMPANYING EACH SURVEY 
INSTRUMENT 
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September 18, 1997 
«Title» «FName» «MI» «LName» 
«Position», «Institution» 
«Acidress» 
«City», «State» «Zip» 
Dear «Title» «LName», 
Enclosed please find a questionnaire that is part of a study concerning the preparation of 
community college senior leaders. This study is designed to assess eight preparation activities 
which may or may not contribute to the development of outstanding community college leaders. 
The results of this study will be used to gain a better understanding of conmiunity college 
leadership preparation, to improve our efforts in this area and will serve as part of the 
requirements for completing the Ph.D. dissertation. 
Your participation in this survey is voluntary, but we would appreciate it if you would 
take the time (approximately 15 minutes) to fill it out. The questionnaire asks both demographic 
questions and questions about your preparation for the senior level position in a community 
college. There are no right or wrong answers. If you previously completed this survey, thank 
you for your time and please disregard this one. 
All of the information you provide will be entirely confidential. The survey has an 
identification number for data analysis and follow-up purposes only. Your name will not be 
placed on the survey. Results from the survey will be reported in summary form only and in no 
case will individuals be identified. 
The results of this study will be available by the Spring of 1998. If you are interested in 
obtaining a copy of the results, please contact Larry Ebbers, College of Education, Professional 
Studies in Education Department, N243 Lagomarcino Hall. 
When you have completed the survey, please return it in the provided envelope. 
Thank you for your time and cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Professional Studies in Education 
(515) 294-7001 
Larry H. Ebbers 





APPENDIX E. HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW COMMITTEE 
APPROVAL 
O F  S C I E N C E  A N D  T  E  C  H  N  > 3  L  O  C  Y  
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
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F.-OC 515 294-97:15 
coieduc3iastate.edu 
Ofi'xc of -.he Dc-.in 
ElSa Ligornjrcino Hjil 
Arr.cs.-iow^ L 5001 1-3 190S^  
DATE: September 18, 1997 
TO: Patricia Keith 
Graduate College 
203 Beardshear 
5" 2 3 !33? 
colli-::; c,- EDUCAncfj 
FROM: Larry H. Ebbers 
Interim Associate Di 
We are expanding a study of community college leaders (McFarlin) that was originally 
approved by the Human Subjects Committee on July 18, 1996. The questionnaire and 
letters remain the same but is being sent to different populations of community college 
presidents. I am assuming we do not need to file another approval requesL Barbara 
Crittenden will be using some of the data for her Ph-D. dissertation. 
cc; Barbara Crittenden 
Last Name of Princioel Invesiiaator 
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Checklist for Attadmients and Time Schedule 
The following arc attached (piease check): 
12.3 Lsnsr or wrinen statement to subjects indicating cieariy: 
a) purpose of the research 
b) the use of any idcnufier codes (names. #'s). how :hey will be used, and when they wiii be 
removed (see uem 17) 
c) an estimate of time needed for participation in the research and the piace 
dl if appiicabie. location of the research activic\-
c) how you will ensure conndentiaiicy 
0 in a longitudinal study, note when and how you will contact subjects later 
g) participation is voluntary: nonpanicipauon will not affect evaluations of the subicc: 
.2 .  Consent fonn (if appiicabie) 
~ Letter of approval for rssearch from cooperating organizations or i-istitutions (if applicable) 
• 5. ^  Data-gathenng instruments 
;6. Anticipated dates for contact with suojeca; 
First Contact Last Contact 
0 M ; /CC 
Montn / Day / Year 
1 " .  I :  a p p i i c a b i e :  a n t i c i p a t e d  d a t e  L h a t  i d e n t i f i e r s  w i i l  b e  r e m o v e d  O T m  c o m p l e t e d  s u r v e y  i n s t n i m e n t s  a n c ' o r  a u d i o  o r  v - . s u a i  
•jjpes will be erased; 
Montn / Dav / 
L 1 / 1 5 / 9 6  
Mo"w" •' DcvY:cr 
'.l. Sirnature of Departmentai =xecucve Offic;:^ Date 
• -/v 
19. Decis'ie^f'of the University Human Subjects Review Cotmninse: 
'  ^ Project Aooroved . Proiec: Not Aooroved 
Department ocT^dministrative Unit 
U J ^ r I  ^s ujhjiiJ' yju, 
. No .Action Reauired 
^3tric1e M. Keith 
Name of Committee Chairperson 
"Ay\K\°\l£ 
Date ' Signature of Committee Chairperson 
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